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THE GREAT EST STORY
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FOREWORD

FROM DREAM TO REALITY
This is a book about making what may
seem impossible a reality. About creating a better future. We know climate
change is real; it changes our planet
and seriously affects the people who
share it. Curbing climate change is a
real challenge.
What we don’t seem to be aware of is
that we actually do have a choice. We
can solve the challenge. In fact, much
groundwork has already been laid.
Innovative businesses, cities and developers are already developing the
nuts, bolts and designs of a more sustainable future. This book compiles
real initiatives and real technologies

from all parts of the world into an entirely attainable vision of sustainable
living. It paints a fascinating picture
of a new sustainable society.

of sacrifices and restraints, Sustainia
shows us how sustainable solutions
can contribute to real improvements
in people’s lives.

That is the purpose of this book: Painting a fact-based picture of a desirable
future. With a select group of international companies and organizations,
we have gathered facts, experience
and expert solutions to give a real and
tangible impression of what could be
reality as soon as in 2020, if we make
the right choices today.

As Antoine de Saint Exupéry said:
"If you want to build a ship, don't
drum up people to collect wood and
don't assign them tasks and work, but
rather teach them to long for the endless immensity of the sea."
Sustainia is a realistic vision. We hope
it will inspire real change.

The Guide to Sustainia sets a new tone
in communication about sustainability. Rather than representing a future
Erik Rasmussen
CEO and Founder of Monday Morning
and Green Growth Leaders
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THIS IS HOW WE COULD LIVE
IN 2020

SUSTAINIA
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WELCOME
TO
SUSTAINIA
Sustainia is a place – a world –
where we have decided to live life to
the fullest1. Where quality of life is
what matters. It’s a desirable place.
A place you would want to go, if you
knew about it. Once there, you would
want to stay, make a life for yourself
and your family.
Sustainia is our vision of what a
sustainable world would look like and
be like to live in. Sustainia is not a
Utopia, or a distant dream. Sustainia
is based on facts, solutions, and ready
and available technologies2. The vision of Sustainia benefits from a rich
pool of authoritative sources that includes the world’s leading universities and the most respected global
institutions, organizations, and corporations. Together, they provide a
solid platform of research, know how,
analysis, forecasts, and experience.
This guide will take you on a journey to Sustainia. It is fascinating cities you wouldn’t want to leave. It is attractive homes where you would want
to live. We will give you a clear and
concrete insight into how Sustainians
– our citizens – are getting around,
how they live, and how they communicate.

Sustainia is not futuristic science fiction – it is a concrete
proposal on how we could live a better life in 2020 – the year
on which we base the vision for Sustainia. It is not tomorrow,
but close enough for you to get the picture: This could happen now if we boldly implemented the solutions needed and
already available3. 2020 is also close enough for us to be able
to forecast with a high degree of precision. Thanks to years
of scientific research and exchange of ideas between companies, we have a good idea of what is possible and what will
help us create a sustainable and healthy society.

WHY DO WE
NEED SUSTAINIA?

We will still face immense challenges in 2020, and that
year will only mark the beginning of a systems transformation4. Sustainia is a step in a new direction. It is a step
towards the ultimate goal defined by the Brundtland Commission on Sustainable Development in 19785: Letting future
generations enjoy the same opportunities as we do today.
In Sustainia, we will drive cooler vehicles, live in smarter
houses, and eat healthier food. Our cities will be built for
people, not cars. Our families will enjoy cleaner air and water.
We look forward to showing you around.
Sustainia is a fact based scenario, but we thought it natural to
recognize a long tradition for the
idea of “ecotopias,” e.g. utopias
where humanity and nature
strikes an ideal balance, most
famously the French philosopher
Rousseau’s idea of ”natural
man” (1754). In 2002, The Global
Scenario Group (GSG) in their
scientific work also discussed the
idea of ecotopias (”Great Transition: The Promise and Lure of the
Times Ahead”).
2
An extensive body of studies
explore roadmaps and blueprints
towards 2020, 2030, and 2050,
most linked to the UN negotiating
process known as COPs (Conference of Parties) aimed at agreeing on a global convention to prevent dangerous climate change,
i.e. a 2 degree rise in global mean
temperature above pre-industrial
levels, through reducing emissions
of greenhouse gasses. IPCC. 2007.
Climate Change 2007: Synthesis
Report. McKinsey & Company.
2007. In McKinsey Quarterly - A
cost curve for greenhouse gas
reduction. OECD/IEA. 2010. World
Energy Outlook 2010..
3
Copenhagen Climate Council &
ClimateWorks Foundation. 2009
The business case for a strong
global deal.
4
Green Growth Leaders & UC
Berkeley. 2011. Shaping The Green
Growth Economy.
5
United Nations General Assembly. 1987. Report of the World
Commission on Environment
and Development: Our Common
Future.
6
Brechin, S. R. 2003. Comparative public opinion and knowledge on global climatic change
and the Kyoto Protocol: the US
versus the world? & Ryghaug,
M. 2011. Obstacles to sustainable
development: the destabilization
of climate change knowledge.
1

In building the Sustainia vision, we have shamelessly
reaped intelligence and analysis from a number of recent scenarios with a “sustainability” component. We
would especially like to highlight:
• Shell: “Shell Energy Scenarios to 2050” (2009) and
“Signals & Signposts” (2010).The Shell scenario work
over the last three decades.
• The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s
”IPCC Special Report on Emissions Scenarios”
(2000), which suggested 40 scenario families, the
so-called SRES-scenarios.
• National Intelligence Center: “Global trends 2025:
A transformed world” (2008), NIC provides intelligence for the U.S. government.
• DNV Research & Innovation: Technology Outlook  
2020 (2011)
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It is quite simple, really. A future
that is appealing, engaging, and attractive, something you want to be
part of, has the power to promote
change. Doomsday scenarios and pictures of melting icebergs can catch
people’s attention for a moment but
will never create the excitement and
engagement necessary. These images
create distance and a barrier to action. It is too complex for most people
to get their head around the scientific
data behind climate change and the
actions they could take to create positive change6.
We believe change is motivated by
letting people in on what exciting possibilities a sustainable future holds.
Let them get a sense of how their
everyday life could be improved by
changing their routines and products
to more sustainable ones. Sustainability is not about no hot showers, no
light, no heat in winter, and no fun.
Sustainability is about improving your
quality of life. People seem unaware

13

of this. Unaware of what sustainability means for how they could live, how
their cities and transportation could
be better. They are confused. And we
don’t blame them.
What would have happened if Martin Luther King Jr. had said: I have a
nightmare? Probably not much. But
that is what we have been doing. We
have travelled the world with our
PowerPoint slides about fires, deserts,
melting icebergs, and catastrophic
floods. We have tried selling our sustainable solutions by speaking to people’s fears or moral obligations. But
this has not created the change we
need. People are not inspired, motivated, or engaged. Just the opposite.
We couldn’t find any clear explanations of a sustainable future that gave
people a clear idea of what a transformation to a sustainable society would
mean to them.
So we decided to create Sustainia.

SUSTAINIA IS A
SAFE, PROSPEROUS,
AND EXCITING DESTINATION. QUALITY
OF LIFE IS PROBABLY EVEN BETTER
THAN WHERE YOU
COME FROM. ALL
IT TAKES ARE THE
RIGHT CHOICES.

WHO IS BEHIND
THE VISION OF
SUSTAINIA?
Behind Sustainia stands a group of
experts, companies, and communication experts. We have come together
from different sectors, regions, and
disciplines to develop a credible and
tangible picture of a sustainable future7.
Our approach is shaped by long experience in sustainability – and frustration with the pace of change.
We contend that in order for consumers, employees, and citizens to
become agents of change at the speed
and scale required we need to offer
them a point of reference and a positive, common aspiration.
With diverse backgrounds in business, politics, and science, we have
collaborated for a year within Project
Green Light to create a positive and inspiring visualization of what sustainable living means: How will my life be
better in a more sustainable world?
As a group, we believe that change
is needed, and that we need to change
the way we communicate about sustainability. We will never see change

For further information on Project Green Light, please visit www.
greengrowthleaders.org.

at the scale needed if we constantly
put forward negative scenarios. Who
wants to follow a pessimist?

WHO WE ARE
– MEMBERS OF THE PROJECT GREEN LIGHT
COMPANIES
• General Electric
• Microsoft
• DONG Energy
• CISCO
• DNV, Det Norske Veritas
• VESTAS
• Philips Lighting
• SAS Scandinavian Airlines
• Tetra Pak
• IKEA
• VELUX
• InterfaceFLOR
• Knoll
• BIG Architects
• Futerra Sustainability Communications
ORGANISATIONS
• Green Growth leaders
• Chinadialogue
• Centre for Social Markets, India
• Climate Group China
• WWF, Earth Hour
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DESTINATION:
SUSTAINIA 2020
It is 2020 – the dawn of the low-carbon economy.
Decades of intense research is driving a slow-but-steady transformation
of the energy system from unsustainable fossil fuels to renewable sources.
In Sustainia, this transformation nurtures a range of new businesses, products, and services8 that grow the economy without growing carbon.
We have begun to apply the insights and understanding so intensely
debated at the beginning of the millennium – that green can be compatible with growth and prosperity. That
the global energy, food, water, health,
poverty, and security-crises are interconnected, and have to be addressed
cohesively and collaboratively across
borders, sectors, and economies9.
The way we consume and produce
is still not sustainable in 2020, in a
world with 7.8 billion people, but we
are getting there. Focus has shifted
from costs and conflicting interests to
investments, pragmatism, shared responsibilities – and the opportunities
offered by the green economy10.
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TOP 5 BUSINESS TRENDS IN SUSTAINIA

Sustainia is a profitable place for
business
In Sustainia, the global market for
cleantech and renewable energy has
for two decades been the most lucrative market of all11. Private sector investment in the transformation of the
global energy system increases dramatically year by year.
A race to the top among entrepreneurs, investors, and multinational
corporations to deliver the most innovative low-carbon solutions continues apace. An important driver is the
price on carbon, controlled through a
patchwork of regional emissions trading schemes and energy taxes.
The push for non-fossil fuel-based
products and services is the new, major driver in the global economy, much
like the ICT industry before it. The
number of businesses that fully account for their resource flow throughout the value chain rises steadily.
An annual sustainability report is
standard. Progressive companies are
those that drive ambitious eco-stewardship throughout the value chain,
and engage actively in the community. Greenwashing is not acceptable.
The market for sustainable products and solutions is very profitable,
and innovative businesses compete
for first-mover advantage within the
new fields of transformative technologies and products that reduce or
replace unsustainable behavior.

Green Growth Leaders & UC
Berkeley. 2011. From Religion to
Reality.
9
World Economic Forum. 2011.
Global Risks.
10
Shell. 2009. Shell Energy
Scenarios for 2050. Shell. 2010.
Signals & Signposts.
11
Bloomberg. 2010. New Energy
Finance.

1

Sustainability strategy = Business
strategy. Sustainability drives innovation.

2

Employees are the secret weapon to
success. Engagement and education is
essential.

3

Speak with – rather than to your customers.

4

Supply chain management and relations are of highest priority.

5

New talent prefers companies with a
strong sustainability profile: They have
signed the MBA Green Oath

8
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Source:
The above list builds on varies
business forecasts, blogs and
interviews
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In Sustainia, businesses view NGOs
as trusted strategic partners, essential
to their work on climate change and
sustainability. They realize that NGOs
possess an understanding of sustainability – the science, the policy, and
the strategic implications – and that
they can accelerate their strategy development process by drawing on this
expertise15.
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Successful societies emerge when
industrialists and environmentalists
– whether NGOs, scientists, thought
leaders, or politicians – align their interests12. The old guard of environmental
NGOs (WWF, NRDC, and Greenpeace)

In this way, leading NGOs are moving from the sphere of “doing good”
to “doing business” – but maintaining
the objective of sustainable development.

IN

A growing number of products and
services carry eco-labels. Many companies demand proper labeling and
certificates throughout their value
chain. Supply-chain management
goes hand in hand with eco-labeling. Energy-wasting products have
lost market share. Energy-conscious
consumers have captured the attention of CEOs. Marketing products as
“green” is so last decade – green and
sustainable has to be part of the product, service, or solution. Consumers
want to know the added benefits from
using this product.

have focused on climate change and
sustainability for a long time – many
over 30 years – and have earned credibility as multinational entities with
immense expertise, outreach, and
influence on the public debate13. Previously, business-NGO relations were
mostly confrontational, and many of
the biggest environmental NGOs were
deeply critical of business14.

SU

Sustainia value the civil society as
a key player
NGOs and civil society movements
play a more significant role in society
than ever before. In Sustainia, mayors, presidents, and prime ministers
risk their mandate if they can’t rally
support from civil society movements.
Likewise, successful industries partner with NGOs to get their input and
advice on strategy and supply-chain
management. Collaboration is essential in Sustainia.

Meanwhile, “old” business models and
brands, highly dependent on oil, coal,
and gas, are increasingly losing their
historic strong positions.

SUSTAINIA:
THE NEW DRIVER OF GROWTH

Global GDP per capita
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Source: This illustration builds
on research carried out by the
UC Berkeley (2011). The graph
demonstrates that a low-carbon
transformation holds the potential
of being the new growth driver
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Green Growth Leaders & UC
Berkeley. 2011. From religion to
reality.
13
Esty, D. & Winston, A. 2006.
Green to Gold – How smart
companies use environmental
strategy to innovate, create value,
and build competitive advantage.
P.69.& Storm, L. 2010. The low
carbon business transformation
– An empirical analysis of the key
drivers, strategic approaches and
challenges of low carbon business
strategies. P.58.
14
Esty, D. & Winston, A. 2006.
Ibid. P.69 & Arenas et al. 2009.
The Role of NGO’s in CSR: Mutual
perceptions among stakeholders,
journal and business ethics. P.176
15
Storm, L. 2010. Ibid.
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FACTS & FIGURES
A world that is ever changing: from to 2010-2020
2010

30.6

2020

32

Global emissions of CO2, Gt

6.8

7.5

1

Global population, billion people

8

740

Number of electric and hybrid cars
globally, million cars

54.9
49,4

Produced output in USD per ton CO2 emitted.

7

50.6

1480

20

Share of renewable in the EU out of
total energy production, per cent

People living in cities, per cent

1.9

Share of wind energy in the total
electricity production globally

45.1

People living in rural areas, per cent

20

9.1

Source:
These numbers builds on resources from the following:
• United Nations Population
Division - World Population Prospects: The 2010 Revision
• The IEA’s 2010 World Energy
Outlook
• McKinsey & Co.
• International Wind Energy Development – World Update 2010
• EU Commission
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THE DEFINITION OF SUSTAINABILITY:
“Sustainable development is development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs.” 16

HISTORY:
WHAT SHAPED
SUSTAINIA
The history of Sustainia dates back
hundreds of years. From the first observations of negative human impact
on nature more than 1,000 years ago,
to concerns over smoke from coalburning in London in the 13th century, to the visible pollution from factories during the Industrial Revolution,
and to the discovery in the 1960s that
spraying DDT caused cancer in humans and killed wildlife.
Each time, when humans realized
that their actions had a negative effect on the natural environment, debate ensued, but slowly, over centuries, it led to an increasing scientific
understanding of ecosystems and,
in modern times, environmentalism
was born.

and, in 1987, Norwegian politician
Gro Harlem Brundtland, who headed
the World Commission on Environment and Development (or Brundtland
Commission), released a report urging
global collaboration on environmental protection. The report gave us the
definition of sustainability we still use
today.

From the UN Earth Summit, 1992 (Photo: UN Photo/Michos Tzavaros)

In 1992, the UN summoned global
leaders to Rio to initiate a collective,
political response to the deterioration of global resources. Governments
then faced a harsh reality and historic
dilemma: Economic growth versus
sustainable development.

During the 1960s and 1970s, governments began to deploy comprehensive policy mixes for environmental
protection, and dedicated extensive
resources to research the pollution of
air, water, and soil, and the treatment
of waste and chemicals.

At the end of the millennium, environmentalism spread from civil society movements to the private sector,
where progressive companies started
to develop strategies for social and
environmental responsibility. In parallel, ever-more companies started to
shape their business models around
products and services developed in
response to environmental pressures.

In 1983, the UN asked a group of experts to advise global leaders on how
to obtain “sustainable development,”

As scientists assembled evidence
that resources were depleting, wildlife and forests suffering, and human

health declining, not least because
of a steep rise in global population
and rapid urbanization, governments
struggled to implement the instruments that would reduce pollution.
Global political summits failed to
deliver political agreements supported by all key nations, notably in Copenhagen, in December 2009, at the
UN Conference on Climate Change,
when 122 Heads of State met to agree
on a new, global treaty to halt global
warming – and failed.
However, 2009 also marked a new
beginning for leadership within business and civil society. Business leaders demonstrated that sustainability could be profitable, and that they
United Nations General Assembly. 1987 Report of the World
Commission on Environment
and Development: Our Common
Future.
16
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could develop the solutions needed to
ensure a low-carbon transformation.
The Rio+20 Summit, in 2012, was a
powerful demonstration of sustainable solutions that could put society
on a more sustainable path. Business leaders there stepped up to the
plate and inspired political leaders by
stressing this fact: We have at hand
all the solutions and technologies we
need to usher in the low-carbon age.
And today we have Sustainia.

DEFINING MOMENTS IN
HISTORY THAT LED TO
SUSTAINIA
A timeline of environmentalism

Cuthbert of Lindisfarne enacts legislation to protect birds on the Farne
Islands (Northumberland, UK).

676

Philadelphia committee, led by Benjamin Franklin, attempts to regulate
waste disposal and water pollution.

Swedish physicist speculates that
changes in the levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere could substantially alter the surface temperature
through “the greenhouse effect.”

World Wildlife Fund (WWF) registered as an international organization
for the conservation, research, and restoration of the natural environment.

1762 - 1769

1896

1961

1388

1872

1924

1962

The English Parliament passes an
act forbidding the throwing of filth
and garbage into ditches, rivers, and
waterways.

The term “acid rain” is coined by
Robert Angus Smith in the book Air
and Rain.

The death of English textile worker
Nellie Kershaw from asbestosis was
the first account of disease attributed
to occupational asbestos exposure.

Rachel Carson publishes Silent Spring,
which documented the detrimental effects of pesticides on the environment.
The book is often said to have birthed
modern environmentalism.

The Conference on the Human Environment, held in Stockholm, the
first of a series of world environmental conferences.

1972

The Report of the Brundtland Commission, Our Common Future on sustainable development, is published.

The Earth Summit, held in Rio de
Janeiro from June 3 to June 14, was
unprecedented for a United Nations
conference, in terms of its size and
the scope of its concerns.

Earth Summit, held in Johannesburg – taking stock after Rio in 1992

1987

1992

2002

1974

1988

1997

2012

Chlorofluorocarbons are first hypothesized to cause ozone thinning.

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) was established
by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) to
assess the “risk of human-induced
climate change.”

The Kyoto Protocol was negotiated.
Countries that ratify this protocol
commit to reduce their emissions of
carbon dioxide and five other greenhouse gases.

Rio+2012 mark a new beginning.
Business convinces political leaders
that sustainable economic growth is
possible.

24
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The link to nature was, unfortunately, not generally reflected in the
“old” economic model. The price of a
product was based on the cost of human resources and materials, not the
cost of pollution of our common natural good. In 2020, this has started to
change, and that is one of the most
important pathways to create a sustainable economy.

GETTING THERE:
THE ROAD TO SUSTAINIA
Getting to Sustainia won’t happen
overnight.

Global CO2 emissions (G ton/year)

The notion that we do not have the
tools to confront the environmental

50

Arriving safely requires many choices and actions. Most importantly: We
cannot make it there by ourselves. We
have to go together, all of us.

SU
A
ST
IN

Source:
The graph is based on IPCC
(2007) that predicts a potential
decrease in emissions after 2020
if we succeed the transformation
to a low-carbon society
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Furthermore, the effects follow specific time-bound trajectories18. Global
emissions of CO2 must be reduced by
at least 50-85% in 2050. If we don’t initiate the sustainable trajectory today,
so that emissions peak in 2020, we
will not be able to halt global warming below dangerous levels.

10

0
1900

Richardson, K. et al. 2011.
Climate Change: Global Risks,
Challenges and Decisions.
18
IPCC. 2007. Climate Change
2007: Synthesis Report

2000

2010

2020

2030
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We know what to do. Fixing the
problem comes down to the human
factors: Choices, collaboration, and
decisions.

SUSTAINIA:
A TURNING POINT IN GLOBAL CO2 EMISSIONS

40

The warming planet and depletion
of natural capital are global problems
in a globalized world. The response
has to be coordinated, collaborative,
and carefully planned. Environmental
problems are interconnected through
a well-balanced and complex global
system. If we alter one part, we risk
impacting other parts – or tipping the
balance altogether17.

crisis changed in the 2000s. Numerous projections and forecasts told us
we had most of the needed technologies, policies, and information. While
there is no “silver bullet” – a single
technology or political agreement
that will solve the problem – an array
of complementary measures do exist.

27

2040

2050

THE ROUTES WE CAN
TAKE TO SUSTAINIA
Examples of vehicles that together can
take us to a sustainable future19.

TRANSPARENCY20
Carbon monitoring, reporting, and
verification – what you can measure,
you can control.
TARGETS AND TIMETABLES
International laws that require nations, cities, and companies to reduce
their environmental impact over time.
Setting up fair and achievable targets
and timetables, backed by penalties,
has proven to effectively spur innovation and technological progress.
CERTAINTY
When governments provide companies stable, long-term frameworks to
operate within, such as legally binding
standards for energy use in buildings,
or tariffs for electricity from wind or
solar, it encourages investment and
R&D because it minimizes private sec-

tor risk and establishes a market for
the best solutions.
PRICING POLLUTION
Before, polluters were more or less
free to dump waste in the atmosphere
or the ocean. Today, taxes and tradable
permissions,
internationally
agreed, have started to force manufacturers to reflect these costs in their
prices.
FOLLOW THE MONEY
The problem is seldom the availability of funds21, but how to direct capital from banks, pension funds, and
venture capitalists to address problems. In some cases, public money
is the only solution because there is
no profit to be made. But most often,
investments can be made attractive
for private investors, if public funds

A number of studies and recommendations to policymakers
form the basis of these examples,
including IPCC, McKinsey &
Company, World Economic
Forum, World Business Council on
Sustainable Development, Corporate Leaders Group, Copenhagen
Climate Council, IEA et al.
20
Carbon Disclosure Project. 2011.
CDP Cities 2011 – Global report on
C40 cities.
21
Copenhagen Climate Council,
Blood D. & Cameron J. 2009.
Capitalizing Capital Towards the
Low-Carbon Economy.

are used to minimize risk and governments guarantee the stability of
the investment. In such cases – infrastructure such as railroads and energy
grids – one dollar of public money can
attract ten dollars of private capital
for the project.
TECHNOLOGY COLLABORATION
In an ideal world, you use the best
available technology to address a pollution problem; in the real world, technologies are owned by companies,
and the customer that needs it often
cannot afford it. Publicly funded technology collaboration centers, where
the public and private sector partner
on R&D to address specific problems,
has proven to be a way forward. For
companies, collaboration opens up
new and often large markets; for
countries, it enables them to utilize

the best available technology.
PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
Collaboration among all key stakeholders is instrumental to create the
necessary change. Companies, investors, governments, civil society, cities
and Media all need to pull in the same
direction.
CLEAR COMMUNICATION THAT
INSPIRES PEOPLE TO CHANGE
Communicating and visualizing the
sustainable future in a way that people
– the real change-makers – can understand and is inspired by is essential.
If we don’t prioritize communication
we will never get anywhere. We need
to translate what a low-carbon world
means to the individual consumer and
citizen. People do not want to follow a
vision, they don’t understand.

19
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TECHNOLOGIES
THAT HELPED
CREATE
BIOFUELS
EFFICIENT RESIDENTIAL
SUSTAINIA
WASTE

These are some of the technologies
we have implemented in Sustainia to
create a low-carbon desirable society.
By implementing these technologies
at a cost of 1 percent of global GDP
(Gross Domestic Product) we will ensure a reduction of CO2 emissions at
the level required to stabilize climate
change.

RETROFITTING

WATER HEATING
EFFICIENT NEW

CSS

Cost-free or profitable technologies
Need investments technologies

LIGHTING: SWITCH TO LED

HYBRID CARS

APPLIANCES

(TV, RADIO, COFFEEMAKER)

RECYCLING

BUILDINGS

BUILDINGS GEOTHERMAL

EFFICIENCY    IMPROVEMENTS
(CARBON CAPTURE       AND STORAGE)

FOREST PROTECTION

NUCLEAR

SOLAR FARMS

SOLAR PV

ORGANIC SOIL RESTORATION
REFORE STATION
CO-FIRING

30

(This illustration is based on the
McKinsey Global GHG Abatement
Cost Curve v2.1, 2010)

BIOMASS

WINDTURBINES

31

POWER

LANGUAGE:
SPEAKING
SUSTAINIAN
The language of Sustainia is easy to
understand. The words are clear, the
messages are empowering and the
language is inclusive. Even so, it took
us many years to get it just right. It
took some time before we understood
the importance of the words and messages that would ensure the engagement needed to build a sustainable
society.
We realised that it took more than
technology to create Sustainia. It took
much more than discussions about
a global political treaty. And it took
much more than scaring people about
the dangers of climate change. What
it took was the right use of communication and inspiring people to help
build a desirable future.
Sustainia introduced simple, but
radical new ways of communicating
and talking about climate change,
overpopulation, pollution etc. We
shifted the rhetoric into one that focused on concrete and easy actions,
positive images of the sustainable society and the benefits of joining the
pathway to Sustainia.

Selling dreams not nightmares
The people living in Sustainia did
not come here because of fear for the
future. No – they were excited about
the future and it’s potential. They
were persuaded to come here due to
the high degree of engagement they
were offered and because they could
clearly see that they could improve
their quality of life by taking this
journey.
Ask any audience to close their
eyes and think of a place where they
feel happy, relaxed and in harmony.
9 out of 10 people – regardless of region, level of income and culture - will
imagine a forest, a beach or a mountain landscape.
For years, environmentalists had
been masters of negativity and scaremongering, basically using fear of
e.g. pollution and melting poles to
persuade consumers, citizens and the
electorate. It is unsurprising that an
overwhelming majority of the global
public ended up being scared of climate change or found it too complex
to deal with.
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OUR MIND DOES NOT UNDERSTAND CLIMATE CHANGE
Behavioural economics research provides some of the
answers to why the general public still questions the reality of, show less concern about and thus does not act on
the risks posed by climate change. According to Thomas
Zoëga Ramsøy, Neuropsychologist, Ph.D. in cognitive
neuroscience and head of the Decision Neuroscience
Research Group at Copenhagen Business School, behavioural economics research shows that our mind is not in
sync with the reality of climate change: “Our minds are
not constructed so we can fully comprehend the extent,
importance and consequences of climate change”.
(Source: Copenhagen Business School)

The shift to a new language started
when communicators began to learn
from the masters of positivity and
dreams: Marketers.
Marketers know that scaring or depressing their audience simply isn’t
good for business. The aim of most
firms’ communications is simple: to
sell. Businesses may sell a product.
They may sell a service. Take a closer
look and it’s likely they are selling a
lifestyle. The skilled marketer is expert in promoting dreams and aspirations, with the most successful global
brands being built on this idea. A mar-
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keter would observe that the brand
values of sustainability historically
have been images of displaced and
hungry people, forest fires, drowning polar bears and flooded villages.
These are not images that motivate.
Using this kind of rhetoric did not sell
a lifestyle people would want to buy.
Sustainia is a lifestyle. A lifestyle with
improved quality of life. And we communicate about Sustainia like professional marketers communicate about
their products: A luxurious, desirable
lifestyle you cannot live without.

Changing the words to words people understand
Once the new message started to
come into focus, words also changed.
Messengers started realising that for
years they had used terms and notions that most people don’t understand.
A stack of psychological and anthropological evidence tells us the most
compelling climate narrative is one
that starts with a positive, desirable
picture of the future. This can apply
to a housing project, a transport system or even a green product series.
Potentially wonderful news, for example on new cars that could help us

lower global energy use were told using abbreviations, terms and specifications that the engineers love; grams
of CO2/pr km, EV, Hybrid etc. But they
did not tell an inspiring story, or promote a desirable lifestyle. Important
progress in international agreements
were apparently about things like
REDD, COP, UNFCCC, MOP, PPM and
AWG-LCA, not a positive vision of a
sustainable future. From using a massively exclusive language, Sustainians started talking and writing with
words that invited the audience to be
part of the discussion.
Early commercial adopters of the
new language saw astounding business returns.

Selling sustainability isn’t like selling a different brand
of soap. It’s more like persuading people to use soap
for the very first time. There is much we can learn from
marketing, behaviour change and green branding, not
least the power of a positive desirable vision in effecting
change
(Source: Futerra Sustainability Communications)

MARTIN LUTHER KING,
JR.’S “I HAVE A DREAM
SPEECH” IS FAMOUS BECAUSE IT PUT FORWARD
AN INSPIRING, POSITIVE
VISION THAT CARRIED A
CRITIQUE OF THE CURRENT MOMENT WITHIN IT.
IMAGINE HOW HISTORY
WOULD HAVE TURNED
OUT HAD KING GIVEN AN
“I HAVE A NIGHTMARE”
SPEECH INSTEAD.
(Source: “Death of Environmentalism”, 2004)
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PHRASEBOOK
OLD LANGUAGE

NEW LANGUAGE

CARBON NEUTRAL
MICROGENERATION
UNPOLLUTED
LOW CARBON
PHOTOVOLTAIC
IPCC
CDM MECHANISMS
EMISSIONS TRADING SCHEME
JOINT IMPLEMENTATION
UNFCC
450 PPM
INTELLIGENT ENERGY
BAU
BUILDINGS CODES
LEEDS
SUBSIDIES
POWER GRID MANAGEMENT
CAP-AND-TRADE
I.P.O INCREASE

ENERGY
ENERGY FREEDOM
HOME IMPROVEMENT
HOME POWER
PROGRESS
RELIABLE ENERGY
SIMPLE
SMART
UNLIMITED
UPGRADE
COLLABORATION
IMPROVED QUALITY
HEALTHIER
BEAUTIFUL
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PRACTICE WHAT YOU PREACH - NEVER
OVER CLAIM, OVERSTATE, OVER SELL.
PUT FORWARD A POSITIVE AND DESIRABLE
VISION – THEN MAKE IT RELEVANT, CONCRETE AND ACHIEVABLE.

2
3

BE HONEST, OPEN AND TRANSPARENT NEVER TELL HALF THE STORY. BE HONEST
ABOUT YOUR SITUATION.

MAKE SUSTAINABILITY FUN AND DESIRABLE
- REMEMBER YOU ARE MARKETERS SELLING
A DESIRABLE AND ATTRACTIVE LIFESTYLE
– NOT MORAL OBLIGATION OR BAD CONSCIENCE.
PRIORITIZE STORYTELLING AND YOUR RELATIONS TO MEDIA - IF YOU CAN’T TRANSLATE
IT INTO A BEDTIME STORY FOR YOUR CHILDREN THEN THE MEDIA PROBABLY WON’T
BUY IT.

7

8

6 STRESS THE ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS
OF SUSTAINABILITY.

5

4 KNOW THE PEOPLE YOU ARE TALKING TO
AND TALK TO THEM – NOT AT THEM.

USE INSPIRING WORDS - MINIMIZE THE USE
OF NUMBERS, FIGURES AND PERCENTAGES.
KEEP IT CLEAR AND SIMPLE.

1

PRINCIPLES OF
COMMUNICATION IN
SUSTAINIA

(Source: Project Green Light)
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CITIES
“A CITY EXISTS FOR THE SAKE
OF A GOOD LIFE – NOT FOR
THE SAKE OF LIFE ONLY.”
ARISTOTLE
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WELCOME
TO CITIES IN
SUSTAINIA
Welcome to our city. We look forward to explaining what we have
done to make cities more attractive.
In Sustainia, we know that successful cities generate economic prosperity and an improved quality of life for
their citizens22.
Sustainia is the urban age. The
world’s cities – from capitals and metropolises to new, innovative urban
areas and old, cultural epicenters –
are home to the majority of the global
population, and have regained their
historic role as drivers of economic
progress. They are the champions
of the low-carbon age, platforms for
experiments, innovation, and systemic solutions. Cities are innovative
production hubs; as metropolitan engines, they drive economic growth23.

ARGUMENTS FOR
CHANGE
much less carbon dioxide than their
suburban counterparts. They live closer, and are more likely to use public
transport. And many people love living in the city. The cultural diversity
and endless possibilities in cities has
attracted billions of people in recent
decades. Cities offer better access to
jobs, education, sanitation, health
care, recreation, and social mobility24.
Cities attract youth looking to educate,
artists looking to perform, migrants
looking to improve their economic independence.

In the past, cities grew too quickly,
and were simply not able to sustain
themselves. Something had to be done.
Had we not transformed our cities in
Sustainia, demand for resources would
have outstripped supply as cities added ever-more inhabitants. Pollution increased in cities as the population did.
In Mumbai, for example, breathing the
air was the same as smoking 2½ packets of cigarettes a day25.
In 1900, 11 cities were home to more
than 1 million residents; in 2020, there
are 600 such cities26. The number is
sure to rise. More people now live in
cities than in rural areas. As more
people migrate to urban centers, the
role of cities on the global agenda increases.

In this chapter, we show you the key
components of a successful city. We
look at how cities can be transformed
to make them smarter, more efficient,
and more sustainable. And, of course,
more livable. We hope that you, a visitor to Sustainia, will decide to stay.

Urbanization is not bad if done sustainably. When cities grow, so does
GDP. Every time the share of people in

Cities are, by many measures, greener than suburbs. City dwellers produce
London School of Economics.
2011. The Urban Age Project - Living in the endless city p.349.
23
Katz, B. 21.10.2010. City Centered. Article in Times Specials:
Intelligent Cities.
24
UNEP. Jan. 2010. Green
Economy Report: Green Cities.
(Summary report)
25
London School of Economics.
2011. Ibid. p.368.
26
London School of Economics.
2011. Ibid P.305.
27
DNV Research & Innovation.
2011. Technology Outlook 2020.
P.9
28
According to Edward Glaeser,
Professor in Economy at Harvard
University.
22
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a country living in cities increases by
10 percent, GDP increases by 30%27.
In Sustainia, we have come a long
way in making cities more sustainable. By reducing pollution, we have
reduced health care costs; by improving energy efficiency in buildings, we
have reduced utility costs; and by
making infrastructure smarter, we
have made cities’ business environment more competitive.

...make up less than 2% of the world’s
surface area29

CITIES…

...are responsible for more than 70% of
global greenhouse gas emissions31

…produce 80% of its economic output30

…account for 60-80% of global energy
consumption32

Between 2011 and 2020, the number of
people living in cities will increase by 715
million33

CITIES OVER
TIME

200 years ago, just 3 of every 100
people lived in cities

In 2020, 80% of the population in developed countries and 51% in developing
countries live in cities34

80%
70%

60-80%

51%

London School of Economics.
2011. Ibid. P.9.
30
UNEP. 2011. Green Economy:
Cities investing in energy and
ressource efficiency. P.457
31
Carbon Disclosure Project. 2011.
Ibid.
32
UNEP. 2011. Ibid. P.457
33
DNV Research & Innovation.
2011. Technology Outlook 2020.
P.9
34
IBM Institute for Business Value.
2009. A vision of smarter cities
29
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“BUILDING RETROFITS WERE NOT ONLY
GREATLY REDUCING
CARBON EMISSIONS
BUT WERE ALSO AN
OUTSTANDING SOURCE
OF JOB CREATION.”
Lieutenant Governor Gavin Newsom, State of California

RETROFITTED CITIES:
UPGRADED URBAN
PARADISES
You will want to visit Sustainia’s cities. You will come away inspired. By
retrofitting our lovely cities, we have
improved the quality of life for citizens, reduced environmental impact,
and saved money. Another bonus is
one that mayors often stress: Retrofitting cities creates jobs.

3 Made cities bike friendly: Bicyclesharing programs and well-developed bike lane infrastructure

“Building retrofits were not only
greatly reducing carbon emissions but were also an outstanding source of job creation.”
Lieutenant Governor Gavin Newsom, State of California35

6 Cleaned harbors and beaches to
make them swimmable

Here is what we have done to Sustainia cities to make them more attractive and sustainable:
1 Painted roofs white to reflect sunlight, keeping buildings cooler in
the summer (preventing the “urban heat island” effect)

Speech given at the Global
Green Cities Conference, February
2011.
36
Bielllo, D. September 2011.
Article: How Green Is My City?
Retrofitting is the best way to
clean up urban living. p.68. In Scientific American feature section:
Cities – Smarter, Greener, Better.
35
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2 Installed solar water heaters (previously, water heating accounted
for 17% of the energy used in
buildings)36
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4 Improved the energy efficiency of
buildings
5 Prioritized
and parks

community

gardens

7 Improved the energy efficiency
of street lighting – replaced traditional bulbs with LEDs and ensured that streetlights come on
gradually as darkness falls
8 Attractive and efficient public
transport – free Wi-Fi and tickets
purchasable via SMS
9 Encouraged recycling by making it
easier
10 Made it easy for homeowners to
generate their own electricity and
sell it back to the power company

THE SIMPLE EQUATION OF RETROFITTING:
SPENDING $10 BILLION A YEAR
TO RETROFIT GOVERNMENT
BUILDINGS = CREATES 100,000
JOBS + TAXPAYER SAVINGS OF
$1.6 BILLION PER YEAR IN UTILITY BILLS + REDUCES PRICE OF
37
ENERGY AS DEMAND FALLS.
Economist Trevor Houser, Peterson Institute for International
Economics, speech given Jan
2009
37
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INTELLIGENT
CITIES:
SMART AND
EFFICIENT
In Sustainia, we take full advantage
of available technologies to help run
cities as efficiently and cleverly as
possible. We realize that the ability
to operate effectively determines how
successful cities will be at creating a
high quality of life for citizens.
A city consists of three different
kinds of systems – infrastructure,
networks, and environments. This includes city services (health care, kindergarten, police, security, schools),
business environment (employees,
customers, efficient administration),
transportation infrastructure (roads,
public transportation, airports), communication (telecommunication infrastructure – telephone, broadband,
and wireless), water (supply and sanitation), and energy (smart grid, power
generation, waste disposal – we explain this in the chapter on Energy in
Sustainia)38. These elements can all
run more efficiently with the help of
smart technologies.

ELEMENTS IN A HOLISTIC SMART CITY SYSTEM
CITY STRATEGY

City Operations Systems
City User Systems
City Infrastructure Systems

City services

Business

Citizens

Transport

Communication

Energy

Water

Making cities more efficient with the
help of technology could, researchers
say, create millions of jobs, reduce
emissions by 15% globally, save a ton
of CO2 per person and nearly a trillion dollars. Some companies working
in this space estimate that the market
“may be bigger than the whole internet”.39
In Sustainia, we have applied smart
technology wherever possible, allowing great control and insight into
energy use. This transparency and
knowledge helps us plan ahead and
enables more informed decision-making. Citizens make better decisions
about resource consumption when informed about their energy and water
usage. Technology changes behavior
in a positive way as citizens become
more educated and aware about the
effects of bad habits.

WHAT IS A SMART CITY?
A city can be defined as “smart” when investments in
human and social capital and transport and modern
communication infrastructure fuel sustainable economic
development and a high quality of life, with a wise management of natural resources, through participatory
governance.

(Inspired by: IBM Center for Economic Development Analysis)

IBM Institute for Business Value.
2009. A vision of smarter cities How cities can lead the way into
a prosperous and sustainable
future. P.5
39
According to Cisco CEO John
Chambers, as cited in The Wall
Street Journal, September 29,
2009. The quote has since then
been cited many places.
38
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TIANJIN, CHINA41
• 90% of trips within Tianjin will
be made by public transportation via a light-rail system and
other infrastructure
• Tianjin eco-city has seven distinct neighbourhoods. There is
not a single city center but several, avoiding the need to build
ever-stretching suburbs.
• All buildings will be outfitted
with self-sufficient energy systems

NEW ECO-CITIES
= INCUBATORS
FOR CREATIVE
INNOVATION
Retrofitting existing cities is fundamental for city development in Sustainia. Just as important is ensuring
that new cities, built to accommodate
migrants coming from rural areas,
are sustainable. We learned much
from the new eco-cities built in Asia
at the beginning of the new millennium. These new city projects are a
perfect opportunity to constantly improve solutions to cities’ energy efficiency, infrastructure, water, and other urban planning challenges. They
are creative experiments, providing a
clean slate to allow wholly new ideas
and approaches to develop that can
benefit existing cities.

In Sustainia, we examined these
new city developments to ensure that
the best ideas are incorporated into
existing cities where possible, and to
avoid repeating mistakes.

MASDAR CITY, ABU DHABI42
This experimental city will be the
first with net-zero carbon emissions.
It boasts the world’s first city-scale
personal rapid transit system – an underground tunnel system of batterypowered, four-person vehicles that
run on tracks but allow for more flexibility in destinations than subways.
• Cars are banned
• 80% of the water will be recycled
• Nearly all waste will be recycled or
converted to energy
• Produce will come from local
greenhouses

LESSONS LEARNED WHEN CITIES
ARE BUILT FROM SCRATCH:

Between Mumbai and Delhi alone,
24 new cities were needed after construction of the Mumbai-Delhi Industrial Corridor, a high-speed freight rail
line and six-lane freeway. The first seven cities, ready in 2018, each housed
more than 2 million people. China estimates it will need 500 cities the size
of the New Songdo city project (home
to a little over one million people) built
in South Korea40 (see flipside). The entrepreneurs behind the New Songdo
project will use the city as a template,
ensuring that each new city is built
faster, better, and cheaper than the
one before.

A KEY TAKEAWAY from a few of
the new eco-cities in Asia is that
gradual, government- and citizeninvolved projects are the most
likely to succeed. Smaller, local,
and more manageable projects
have produced the best results.
These have a better educational
effect, as people are made aware
of energy conservation and the
means to act more sustainably.
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Lindsay, G. 01.02.2010. Cisco's
Big Bet on New Songdo: Creating
Cities From Scratch. Article in
Fast Company.
41
From various sources including:
http://inhabitat.com/tianjin-ecocity-is-a-futuristic-green-landscape-for-350000-residents/
42
From various sources including: http://www.masdarcity.ae/
en/ & http://www.good.is/post/
the-death-and-life-of-model-ecocities/,
43
New Songdo is being built by
Gale International. Cisco provides
most of the technology (Cisco’s
Smart+Connected Communities)
From various sources including:
http://www.songdo.com/

40
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NEW SONGDO, SOUTH KOREA43
• From the outset, the city focused on setting a new high
standard for building design,
systems engineering, urban infrastructure, and community
planning
• High priority is given to parks
and places for refuge and relaxation (600 acres are reserved
for green spaces, including a
100-acre Central Park)
• World-class hospitals, art centers, preschools, primary
schools, and universities are
built to attract citizens
• LEED-certified from the outset,
designed to emit a third of the
greenhouse gases of a conventional metropolis its size
• A smart city. All of the critical
components of city infrastructure – utilities, transportation,
healthcare, commercial build
ings, and emergency response
systems – connect via an Internet protocol-based network.
This calls for an extensive grid
of broadband below the cities’
streets, in walls, and in fixtures.

10 CITY IDEAS
THAT INSPIRED
SUSTAINIA:

Oslo’s fast lanes for electric vehicles
and decision to waive tolls and parking
fees for EVs44

Barcelona’s way of prioritizing
the beach

Copenhagen’s bicycle culture and harbor clean-up – Copenhagen has several harbor swimming pools that attract
residents in summer

New York City’s High Line - railway converted into an attractive park promenade

Singapore’s abundant parks
and gardens

Cleveleys’ seaside promenade and
staircase to the sea – also serves as a
flood-defense strategy

Paris’ city-run electric car hire service,
a world first (launched in October 2011)

Beijing’s 4,000 outdoor gyms providing free exercise opportunities for all
London’s establishment of 2012 vegetable gardens on rooftops and community gardens
Songpa’s way of engaging the citizens
through its “Green Songpa” website. Here
residents can get tips for energy-reducing
behavior

Economist Intelligence Unit
& Siemens AG. 2009. European
Green City Index – Assesing the
environmental impact of Europe’s
major cities. P.21
44
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Photo credits:
New York:
Courtesy of James Corner Field Operations and Diller Scofidio + Renfro.”
Cleveleys:
Courtesy of Birse Coastal and Wyre Borough
Council
Beijing:
Photo by Aaron | Dan, Flickr. Licensed under
Creative Commons.
Songpa:
Photo by kiyong2, Flickr. Licensed under Creative Commons.
Oslo:
Photo credit: Budstikka Media/Karl Braanaas
London:
Photo by xpgomes6, Flickr. Licensed under
Creative Commons.
Paris:
Photo credit: Sophie Robichon / Mairie de Paris

CITIZENS:
A FORCE TO BE
RECKONED WITH
In Sustainia, we build cities for people – not for cars45. Citizens are our
most important economic resource.
They bring ideas, skills, and diversity
to cities46. We involve residents in the
making and development of cities. Research shows a clear correlation between citizens’ engagement and environmental performance – the more
involved its citizens, the better cities
perform47. We believe that the sum of
citizens’ individual actions – retrofitting homes or choosing public transport – is the most powerful force.

Citizens are the perfect vehicle
for pushing action, and we believe
that transition starts in cities. An
example: In Sustainia, we know that
building managers play a huge role in
making sure that commercial buildings and apartment towers operate
efficiently. We have adopted a model
developed in New York City whereby
every superintendent managing the
over one million buildings in the city
is required to take a Green Supers
certification program, where they are
taught how to run energy-efficient
buildings49&50.

During graduation of the Green Supers program in NYC a
super said: “I was under the impression that these techniques were very expensive. It’s just time, it’s just dedication and just applying it”.
(Source: Scientific American, 2011)

In Sustainia, we involve citizens by
providing education and public awareness to empower them to make more
sustainable choices. In many cities,
the deployment of smart electricity
and water meters gave residents more
information about their consumption
habits; armed with knowledge, they
have become more careful about how
much energy and water they use51.

Example: About three-quarters of
the existing technological changes that would help London meet
its long-term carbon-reduction
targets depend on the decisions
and actions of its citizens – not of
governments or political frameworks48 .

We also prioritize providing communal spaces for citizens. Our city planners make spaces for people – attractive outdoor spaces in which to enjoy
their spare time, and places for citizens to interact. Plentiful public spaces
are essential for democracy for people
to come face to face with the range of
people who make up society52.

It is basic psychology: the more you
realize your role, responsibility, and
part you play in achieving the solutions, the more committed you are
likely to be.
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Register, R. 07.01.2011. Let’s
build cities for people (not
cars). Article in: What Matters.
McKinsey&Company.
46
London School of Economics.
2011. Ibid. p.349.
47
Economist Intelligence Unit &
Siemens AG. 2009. European
Green City Index. P.15
48
Siemens AG. 2008. Sustainable
Urban Infrastructure: London edition – a view to 2025.
49
Biello, D. September 2011. Ibid.
P.69.
50
One superintendent’s green efforts reduced his building’s annual
energy costs by 20%. If all large
apartment buildings achieved a
10% reduction in energy use, New
Yorkers would save $230 million
every year and reduce carbon
pollution by the equivalent of
taking 150,000 cars off the road.
http://www.1000supers.com/
green-buildings.php
51
Economist Intelligence Unit &
Siemens. 2009. European Green
City Index. P.21. In Amsterdam,
installing water meters lead to an
average reduction in household
water use of 10-15%. P.31
52
Gehl, J. 2004 Public Spaces,
Public Life.
45

Rooftop Gardens:
Opportunities abound to turn large
roofs into wonderful city gardens.
In Greenpoint, Brooklyn, residents
turned one of many warehouse roofs
into a garden where locals grow their
own vegetables, or just hang out in an
armchair, taking a break from hectic
city life. The Greenpoint rooftop garden also sells produce to local restaurants. In addition to decreasing the
need to truck in produce from outside
the neighbourhood, the garden offers
other environmental benefits. The
plants absorb rainwater that other-

PARKS, TREES,
GARDENS:
THE LUNGS OF
SUSTAINIA CITIES
Transforming cities to wonderful
places on Earth takes more than improved public transport and retrofitting of buildings. For a city to be a desirable place to live, we need healthy
“lungs of the city” – places where we
get away from the stresses of city life
and connect with nature, be it a small
lake, a park, a beach, or a garden.
These places also reduce the “urban
heat island” effect and improve resilience to flooding53.
In Sustainia, cities use different
approaches to ensure residents can
enjoy a bit more green in their daily
lives. Here are just a few:
Easy-access private-gardens on traffic hubs:
In Osaka Station City, in Japan, officials transformed the rooftop of the
city’s main transit hub into 1,500 m2 of
private vegetable patches and rice paddies. After work, commuters can swap
their work attire for gloves and rubber
boots and bring home some self-grown
vegetables for dinner. The concept allows citizens to “become close to the
environment, spend more time with
nature and enjoy its blessings”54.

London School of Economics.
2011. Ibid. P.345.
54
Monocle. July/August 2011. Issue
45. Volume 05. P.075,
55
These walls won the Green
Building Products award in 2011:
http://top10greenbuildingproducts.com/2011/sample-winnerpost-1/
53
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wise would flow to the city’s sewers,
and the soil and plants insulate the
building, reduce energy consumption.
Green walls replace concrete walls:
To save costs building concrete
walls near buildings, highways, and
earthworks, these walls are built with
holes for plants and vegetation – replacing ugly concrete walls with beautiful vertical urban gardens. They are
easier to build, and much lighter to
transport55.

Super Trees:
Vertical super trees rising to 50 meters. Equipped with solar panels and
rainwater basins, they provide shade by
day and light at night. The super trees
are perfect for tropical climates56.

Vertical production farms:
In Singapore, planners wanted to
ease pressure on land and meet a
self-imposed target to produce 10
percent of its own greens. Their solution, vertical farms, produce five
times more vegetables per m2 than a
conventional farm. The six-meter tall
structure rotates at one millimeter
per second, allowing sunlight to reach
plants throughout the day. Water that
powers the system is constantly being
recycled to keep energy consumption
low57. We love these vertical farms,
with their ability to provide citizens
with fresh fruit and vegetables. It’s a
win-win: Local produce at low prices
and low energy consumption.

Gardens by the Bay, Singapore:
www.gardensbythebay.org
57
http://www.greenbusinesstimes.
com/2011/06/28/innovation-inthe-farming-industry-news/

(Center for Urban Agriculture, copyright Mithun)

'Gardens by the Bay, Singapore', courtesy of Grant Associates.
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ALL CITIZENS SHOULD LIVE WITHIN A
5- TO 7-MINUTE WALK TO GREEN AREAS.

62

SENSITIVE DENSITY = DENSITY THAT
CREATES ATTRACTIVE SPACES BETWEEN
BUILDINGS WHERE INTERACTION BETWEEN CITIZENS IS EASY.

PORTATION.
WORLD-CLASS UNIVERSITIES AND OTHER
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES TO
ENSURE A YOUNG AND VIBRANT ATMOSPHERE.
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ENGAGE CITIZENS IN MAKING CITIES
SUSTAINABLE – GIVE THEM OWNERSHIP
AND EMPOWER THEM THROUGH EDUCATION.

11 WELL-DESIGNED BIKE LANE INFRA		 STRUCTURE.

10 REDUCED AIR AND NOISE POLLUTION BY
		 PROVIDING PUBLIC ELECTRIC CAR HIRES
		 AND PLENTY OF CHARGING STATIONS.

9
		
		
		

8 CLEAN RIVERS, HARBORS, AND BEACHES.

		

6 WALKING ANYWHERE IN THE CITY
		 SHOULD BE EASY AND SAFE
7 EASY AND EFFICIENT PUBLIC TRANS		

5
		
		
		

4 NEW BUILDINGS MUST MEET THE RE		 QUIREMENTS OF ENERGY-EFFICIENT
		 BUILDINGS – SUCH AS LEED CERTIFICATION.

3 IMPROVED ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN EXIST		 ING BUILDINGS.

2 AVAILABILITY OF FRESH FOOD AND
		 CLEAN WATER.

1
		

SUSTAINIA CITY PRINCIPLES

SUSTAINIA CITY
SOLAR HOT WATER
Rooftop tanks, heated by the sun, provide
domestic hot water instead of furnaces.

HYBRID TAXIS
Taxi fleets converted to hybrid vehicles
reduce air pollution and greenhouse
gas emissions.

VERTICAL FARMS
Food grown indoors could reduce
fertilizer and freshwater use, shorten
transport and recycle gray water otherwise dumped by treatment plants.

SOLAR POWER
Panels generate electricity instead of
power plants and also shade rooftops
to lower a buildings cooling needs.

WHITE ROOFTOPS
Rooftops painted white reflect heat, lowering a buildings cooling cost and a city's
heat buildup.

SOLAR FILMS
Photovoltaic sheets on south-facing
building facades generate electricity.

GREEN WALLS
See page 59

GREEN ROOFS
Rooftop vegetation insulates buildings
against heat and cold and absorbs
storm water.

SUPER TREES
See page 60
HIGH-EFFICIENCY WINDOWS
ENERGY STAR qualified windows and
skylights allow employees to enjoy the
light and views in their office buildings
while the company saves money on
utility bills and protect valuable furnishings from sun damage.

UNDERGROUND PARKING
Subterranean garages near commuter
destinations eliminate the need for
cars to surface.

HARBOUR WITH CLEAN WATER

UNDERGROUND TRANSPORTATION
Commuter trains, subways and primary
roads run underground in massive tunnels, freeing the ground level for easy,
clean bike and pedestrian traffic.

COMMUNITY GARDENS AND PARKS
See page 58
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(This illustration is inspired by:
Scientific American, September 2011)

THREE-BIN RECYCLING
Requiring businesses and homes to
separate trash, recyclables and compost spares landfills; collection charges drop as trash drops

BIKE RACKS AND LANES
Ample bike lanes and racks encourage
more people to ride instead of drive;
they also promote fitness.
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4 CITIES THAT INSPIRED SUSTAINIA:

1: PORTLAND, US:
A CITY SHAPED
BY ITS CITIZENS

2: CURITIBA, BRAZIL:
A TRUE PIONEER IN
URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Why
Car-centred urban development characterised most North American cities
30 years ago, which was heavily protested against by the citizens of Portland. They succeeded and since then
the city haven’t built highways, but
instead, prioritized their public transportation system.

Why
Curitiba has become an international
rolemodel for its people-centred urban design, environmental management and integrated solutions.

What
For more than 30 years, Portland has
been planning for transportation and
mobility, using a Transit Oriented Development (TOD) and Smart Growth
strategy.
How
• Engaged citizens in vision: The
citizen engagement program, VisionPDX, was an unprecedented,
community-wide effort to create
a people’s vision for the future of
Portland. 17.000 Portlanders shared
their concerns, hopes and goals for
the future (carried out between
2005-2007).
• Easy to get engaged: Portland’s
Neighbourhood Program enables citizens to access information, arrange
a cleanup of their neighbourhood,
plant a tree or impact city policy.
• Green parks and local produce: Portland has 35 community gardens

located throughout the city. These
gardens supply 30 active farmers
markets, some seeing up to 15,000
visitors in a day. Restaurants and
grocery stores pride themselves on
offering local ingredients.
• Retrofitting in partnerships: Portland’s city council and GE have
initiated a first-of-its-kind partnership, which includes retrofitting buildings with energy saving
technologies. GE will also help to
build five ‘Ecodistrict’ pilot projects
– enclaves that would manage their
own energy, water, waste and other
systems.
Lessons learned
• Creative and effective strategies enabled the involvement of a diverse
population in city planning efforts.
The ‘Engagement Report’ shares
the strategies used and lessons
learned.
• Community participation enhances
the quality of neighbourhoods and
social coherence.
• Local produce can become a city’s
pride and joy and greatly reduce a
city’s food carbon footprint.
• Public-private partnerships enable
city-specific solutions and provide
an exportable knowledge base.
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What
In 1966 Curitiba’s city planning team
formulated several principles that
have guided Curitiba’s city planning
ever since. They include promoting
public transportation over private
means, supporting human needs over
corporate interests and meeting the
needs of the poorest.

Sources:
• http://www.visionpdx.com/reading/engagement_report.php
• http://www.portlandonline.com/
index.cfm?c=43046
• http://www.nytimes.com/
gwire/2010/07/07/07greenwirebold-public-private-ventureaims-to-make-ore-c-32109.
html?pagewanted=all
• http://www.ecosconsulting.com/
about/why-portland/index.aspx

How
• 70% of the city’s commuters use
public transport. Curitiba redesigned their existing bus system
into a Bus Rapid Transit system. The
system resembles a subway system,
but is a low-cost, ground level solution. The buses run frequently,
some every 90 seconds, and carry
up to 20.000 passengers an hour.
Buses have exclusive driving lanes
and bus drivers control the traffic
lights to ensure flow.
• In 1970, each inhabitant had less
than 1m2 of green space – today
the number is 52 m2 per inhabitant.
The parks and lakes also serve as an
effective flood control system.

• Curitiba’s Green Exchange programme is a benefit to the environment and the city’s lower income
population. Families can exchange
their waste for bus tickets and food.
Children can exchange reusable
waste with school articles.
• 70% of waste is recycled in Curitiba.
Residents sort their waste at home
and previously unemployed people sort the waste at the recycling
plant. Paper recycling alone saves
the equivalent of 1,200 trees a day.
This waste solution has reduced
costs, increased effectiveness, conserved resources, beautified the city
and provided employment.
Lessons learned
• Expanding the bus system already
in place, rather than building anew
• Transparency and participatory democracy was promoted in the development of co-responsibility.
• Solutions exist in partnerships between entrepreneurs, NGO’s, municipal and private agencies, neighbourhood associations, community
groups and individuals.
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Sources:
• http://www.urbanhabitat.org/
node/344
• http://www.eoearth.org/article/
Curitiba,_Brazil
• http://hopebuilding.pbworks.
com/w/page/19222330/Braziliancity-of-Curitiba-may-be-mostlivable-city-in-the-world

3: PUNGGOL, SINGAPORE:
A NEW CITY RISES FROM
AN OLD

4: COPENHAGEN,
DENMARK: WORLD’S NO. 1
CLIMATE CAPITAL IN 2025

Why
Singapore’s population has increased
from 3.05 mil. in 1990 to 5.18 mil. in
2011. This has resulted in an increasing demand for housing stock and resources.

Why
The city of Copenhagen has given itself
the mission of becoming the world’s climate capital no.1, with the goal of being
completely carbon neutral in 2025.

What
Punggol, a former fishing village located in the North-East terrain of Singapore, will be Singapore’s first ecotown. The objective is to use Punggol
as a living laboratory for large-scale
testing of green technologies and
urban solutions in the areas energy,
water and waste management. Singapore will replicate successful results
from this project across the country.
How
• Ensure urban design and planning
that promote sustainable living and
make it easy for citizens to adopt
eco-lifestyles.
• Increase energy efficiency in buildings. Primarily air conditioning has
a huge potential and 50% savings on
electricity consumption is expected.
• Improve the commute by flexible
cycling paths, charging stations at
carparks and spaces for car sharing
services in the estates
• Install solar panels on all buildings
to power common facilities such as

the elevators, water pump and lighting, with the aim to reach a zeroemissions target for each building.
Storage batteries will store excess
electricity generated by the solar
panels for use at night and to serve
as a backup electricity generator.
• Provide citizens with recreational
areas. A 4.2 km waterway will run
through the town. This will provide
promenades, beach plots and leisure activities.

What
The first milestone towards 2025, is to
achieve a 20% reduction in CO2 emissions by 2015. The city of Copenhagen
has planned 50 initiatives towards
reaching this goal, with 4 main focus
areas. See below.

Lessons learned
• Providing access to natural environments and the water front will
enhance the living environment.
• Partnerships between multiple stakeholders that also engages citizens,
business and research institutions are
key to success.
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Sources:
• http://www.hdb.gov.
sg/fi10/fi10333p.nsf/w/
EcoTownHome?OpenDocument
http://www.asiaone.com/Business/My+Money/Property/Story/
A1Story20100128-195129.html
• http://www.go-green.ae/greenstory_view.php?storyid=959
• http://www.thegovmonitor.com/
world_news/asia/singapore-hdbannounces-punggol-to-be-firsteco-town-in-the-tropics-22460.
html
• http://library.thinkquest.org/
C006891/punggolprint.html

How
1 Green Transportation
In 2007, 36% of all citizens commuted
by bicycle. The city aims to increase
this share to 50% by 2015 by ensuring facilities that will make cycling a
fast and convenient option.
Bicycles are allowed on trains, buses and the metro to ensure easy
transfer between cycling and public
transportation.
Other green transportation strategies
involve electric and hydrogen-fueled
cars, building infrastructure for EVs,
strengthening public transportation
services and lowering fares.
2 Green Buildings
Renovate city-owned buildings.
New municipal construction will be
low-energy buildings.

3 Green Energy
Today, 30% of Copenhagen’s energy
is supplied by CO2-neutral energy
sources. Copenhagen will increase
their share of renewable energy by:
Using biomass and waste instead
of fossil fuels at the city’s heat and
power plants.
Installing additional windmills that
are cooperatively financed by municipal, business and citizens.
Expanding geo-thermal activities.
4 Green Copenhageners
The city is empowering the citizens
with knowledge and concrete ways
to take action. Furthermore, the city
is focused on educating the youth
on sustainability best practice.
Lessons learned
• Challenges can be catalysts for
growth.
• Green investments improve the quality of life, enhance health, and stimulate local business life.
• Partnerships and communication
with all actors in the city, ensure a
collective effort and the most effective and fitting mix of solutions.
• Copenhagen is inspired by effective
solutions in other cities, and publish reports to inspire other cities
with Copenhagens’ solutions.
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Sources:
• C40 report p.30
• Københavns Klimaplan: http://
www.groen-skole.kk.dk/klima/
kbhplan.pdf
• Københavns Klimaplan på engelsk: http://www.kk.dk/sitecore/
content/Subsites/Klima/SubsiteFrontpage/~/media/12E701459AD
14B7C81FCD6D33F2EC9CF.ashx
• Publications: Copenhagen: Solutions for a Sustainable Cities
• Copenhagen – Beyond Green.
The socioeconomic benefits of
being a green city

HOME
"A HOUSE IS NOT A HOME UNLESS IT CONTAINS FOOD AND
FIRE FOR THE MIND AS WELL
AS THE BODY."
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
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ARGUMENTS
FOR CHANGE

WELCOME HOME
We now travel to the homes of people living in Sustainia to get the full
picture of how Sustainians have improved their way of living.
In Sustainia, homes are designed to
improve quality of life and make our
lives easier. Put simply: We want to
live a better life, without damaging
natural resources.
In Sustainia, we focus on constructing new buildings and retrofitting old
ones to satisfy the need for living in
a healthy, comfortable setting. Sustainable building and retrofitting old
buildings is nothing special in Sustainia – it is standard practice, as it
makes the most sense. It is healthier,
saves us money, and is good for the
environment.

In Sustainia, your house is more
than a home – it produces energy.
Some houses in Sustainia produce so
much energy they sell the surplus to
energy companies. We will explain
this in the energy chapter.

Many people live in unhealthy
houses or apartments – over-air-conditioned, too dark, and without direct
access to fresh air. These environmental stress factors have a negative
impact on our body, mind, and wellbeing. They can lead to a host of discomforts, allergic reactions, and diseases such as chronic tiredness, dry
and itchy red skin, dry eyes, runny
nose and sneezing, chest pain, depression, and chronic coughing58.

There are endless possibilities to
make your home smarter, more intelligent, healthier, and energy self-sufficient; and there are many ways to
improve living conditions inside without embarking on a large-scale costly
retrofit project.

World Health Organisation: 30% of new buildings
show symptoms of “sick building syndrome”, causing
headaches and asthma attacks among inhabitants. The
syndrome is more common in air-conditioned buildings.
(Source: Pearce in 'Daylight and Architecture', 2010)

In this chapter of the guidebook,
we explore components in, and the
design of, sustainable homes, while
investigating the implications on your
well-being.

Indoor air in “normal buildings” is
up to 2-5 times more polluted than
outdoor air59; indoor air is more often
the cause of health problems than the
polluted air we may encounter outside our homes. In 2011, people living in Western countries spent 90%

Bluyssen, P.M. 2009. The Indoor
Environment Handbook - How
to make buildings healthy and
comfortable.
59
EPA. http://www.epa.gov/air/
basic.html
60
US Green Building Council

58
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of their time indoors – 65% in their
own homes. It is essential that the air
is clean in the place you breathe most
often.
The food we eat has a direct bearing on our quality of life. The same is
true of the air we take into our lungs
around 22,000 times every day.
And this is just the health factors.
Buildings are also the largest consumer of energy in the world. To heat,
cool, and light buildings requires a
huge amount of energy.

Buildings account for60:
• 39% of all energy
• 71% of all electricity
• 40% of carbon emissions
• 65% of all waste output

2010: The trend was that we reduced
ventilation below recommended level
to ensure savings on our energy bill.

HOMES IN
SUSTAINIA
IMPROVE HEALTH
AND WELL-BEING

2020: The trend is, that we allow as
much fresh air as possible while saving
money on our energy bill.

In Sustainia, we value quality of life
as highly as the need to be more energy efficient and less polluting. We
build homes that cater to our needs for
daylight, fresh air, adequate lighting,
and a comfortable temperature. Previously, architects minimized access to
fresh air as a means to save energy.
Research shows, however, that people
need fresh air and good ventilation in
buildings to function well, be comfortable, and to reduce illness61.

tainia is the temperature. A related
concern in some countries is that the
fresh air entering a home can be either terribly warm or freezing cold.
Studies used to tell us that whatever
our race, wealth, or lifestyle, whatever the season, country, or continent,
we prefer an indoor temperature of
about 22 degrees Celsius. Engineers
worked hard to stabilize temperatures in buildings at that level using
highly mechanized heating and cooling systems. Recent studies of human
behavior in buildings show, however,
that as long as indoor air comes from
natural ventilation systems that we
can control ourselves, we can tolerate
deviation from 22 degrees Celsius63.

”Epidemiology suggests that in Denmark, Britain and
elsewhere there are hundreds of deaths each year from
diseases directly related to poor indoor climate ( eg.:
radon-induced cancers)
(Source: Pearce in 'Daylight and Architecture', 2010)

We believe the impulse to minimize ventilation and fresh air to reduce costs is misplaced. In Northern
Europe, companies and schools commonly tried to lower costs by reducing ventilation in buildings62. Poor air
quality at those facilities, however,
led to lower productivity and performance. Forcing the question: How
much you really saved?
Another key component of a comfortable indoor environment in Sus-
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That has led us to design buildings
in Sustainia that allow controlled
fresh air intake and ventilation.

Billings, J. S. 1883. Ventilation
and heating. The engineering and
building record.
62
Pearce, F. 2010. Understanding
the indoor environment – Putting
people first. Article in: Daylight &
Architecture. P.19
63
Pearce, F. 2010. ibid. P.21
61

(Photo: Adam Mørk, Velux Model Home 2020)

Beware of buildings with mechanical air-conditioning.
Air-conditioning can be bad for your health, as the air it
circulates is recycled and often filled with dust, bacteria,
and mold. The air often travels through dirty filters and
cooling towers. Furthermore, it creates a dry and often
too-cool indoor environment that causes dry eyes, sore
throat, and general discomfort. Natural ventilation systems ensure fresh air intake and use 10-30% less energy
than mechanical air-conditioning.
(Source: Pearce in 'Daylight and Architecture', 2010)
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…AND LET LEDs
LIGHT UP THE
NIGHT

LET IN THE
DAYLIGHT…
In Sustainia, we have enhanced the
quality, use, and experience of light.
We know light is crucial for our physical and mental well-being. Lighting
makes our lives fuller, more productive, and safer. We know people are
less likely to suffer from depression,
anxiety, and recover much faster after illness if given access to sunlight
or high-quality artificial lightning. We
also know that people are much more
productive and learn much faster in a
room with ample daylight. An extensive study based on performance data
from over 21,000 students in 2,000
classrooms, found that students in
classrooms with the largest window
area progressed 15% faster in math
and 23% faster in reading than those
with the least window area64.
.

In Sustainia, it is obvious that
we need to construct or retrofit our
buildings to ensure we live healthier,
happier, smarter, and more productive lives. In 2011, as much as 10% of
the population suffers from symptoms of fatigue, feeling low, and an
inability to concentrate at work due
to lack of daylight65. We have made
use of existing solutions to install
windows that let in a lot of light
while ensuring optimal ventilation.

American organizations report increased productivity
of 15-25% after moving to buildings with better lighting
(Source: Pearce in 'Daylight and Architecture', 2010)

Since the invention of electric illumination, much progress has been
made, with researchers constantly
expanding the possibilities of lighting up indoor and outdoor settings.
In Sustainia, we install artificial
lights that more closely mimic natural light in quantity and quality.
Besides increasing your well-being,
efficient lighting technology achieves
significant energy savings66:
• Lighting consumes 19% of all
electricity worldwide
• Public and commercial buildings
represent 60% of lighting electricity consumption
• In 2011, 80% of the lighting in
buildings was old technology
• Switching to new lighting technology could ensure average
global savings in energy use and
electricity costs of 70%
The way forward is LED (lightemitting diode) lighting.

Heschong Mahone Group. 2003.
Daylight & Productivity.
65
Pearce, F. 2010. ibid. P.25
66
Presentation at IEA Technical Conference 2010: Energy
Efficient Electric Lighting for
Buildings & Philips. September
2010. Energy-efficient lighting - A
summary of “Green Switch” facts
64
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LED’S CREATE DIFFERENT ATMOSPHERES FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES:
IMPROVE THE FEELING OF SAFETY IN
CITIES AND CREATE ATMOSPHERE AT
HOME.
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LEDS GENERATE VERY LITTLE HEAT.
TRADITIONAL LIGHT BULBS ARE ESSENTIALLY HEAT LAMPS THAT HAPPEN
TO DISPENSE LIGHT. THEY GIVE OFF SO
MUCH HEAT THAT AIR-CONDITIONING
SYSTEMS HAVE TO WORK HARDER.
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10 WILL HELP PROTECT YOUR EYES – THEY
		 DON’T FLICKER.

9 THEY CONTAIN NO POLLUTANTS AND
		 POISON, AND THE DISCARDED LED CAN
		 BE RECYCLED.

8 THEY LAST A LONG TIME – UP TO 35,000
		 HOURS (20 YEARS) OF NORMAL USE

7 THEY ARE NOT FRAGILE, AND CONTAIN
		 NO GLASS. THEY ARE SHOCKPROOF,
		 VERY ROBUST, AND MORE DURABLE

6 THEY ARE SAFER. LESS HEAT MEANS
		 LESS CHANCE OF FIRE.

5 YOU CONTROL THE LIGHT – MANY LED
		 LIGHTING FIXTURES ARE DIMMABLE.		

4 THEY ARE PERFECT FOR HARD-TO		 REACH PLACES WHERE THEIR LONG
		 LIFETIME IS A REAL ASSET.

3
		
		
		
		
		

2 YOU SAVE MONEY – IT IS AN INVESTMENT
		 THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF IN ENERGY SAV		 INGS AND AVOIDED BULB REPLACEMENT.

1
		
		
		
		

10 REASONS SUSTANIA
MOVES TO LEDs
Source:
Presentation at IEA Technical
Conference 2010: Energy
Efficient Electric Lighting for
Buildings & Philips. 2010. Energy
Efficient Lighting - A summary
of “Green Switch” facts & Philips.
2011. Podium for the Home 2011
– LED Intro.

A CLEVER
HOME? AN EASY
UPGRADE? YES,
PLEASE
There are many ways you can
transform your home to Sustainia
standard. Most people living in Sustainia have either decided to upgrade
their home by changing or adding
physical components and elements
– retrofitting – or by implementing
efficient electronic systems that can
help manage their energy consumption. Of course these two approaches
aren’t mutually exclusive; one has to
do with Information and Communication Technology, the other primarily
with materials. We will explain each
approach in greater detail on the following pages.

Smart and intelligent homes
The definition of smart homes is:
“Dwellings that use integrated communication systems to monitor and
manage the performance of the home,
and to support the lifestyle choices
of the occupants.” An in-built, programmed electronic system controls
key elements in your home (or apartment) to suit your needs. You select
your preferred lighting and temperature throughout the day, scheduled
for when you are home or away. The
electronic system functions as the
brain of the building. It can also handle fire checks, security, and control
your electronic devices.
Besides improving the quality of
life, the primary goal of a smart home
is to minimize environmental impact:
energy and water usage, and carbon
emissions. (For a detailed description,
see next page).

Retrofitted homes
This category includes the upgrades
and repairs you make to your dwelling to reduce energy consumption
and improve livability. Retrofits can
be small and simple, or large and
complex. A retrofitting of your house
can include: replacement of windows,
added insulation, sealed leaks, and
installation of solar panels. Most of
these improvements can be do-ityourself projects, and need not be
complicated. On page 84, we present
a list of ways to upgrade your home
to make it healthier and more energy
efficient.
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YOUR WISH IS YOUR
HOMES DEMAND

The NEXT Living Suite also features
the Cisco Smart Connected Home Controller and remote, allowing residents
to control their environment and media centre through their television.
(Image courtesy Tridel and Tom Malone from McRann & Malone Studios.)

The Cisco touch screen display installed within the NEXT Living EcoSuite in Tridel’s Reve in Toronto, Canada.
The screen enables touch control of
environmental and entertainment
settings within the EcoSuite. (Image
courtesy Tridel and Tom Malone from
McRann & Malone Studios.)

Impact. July/August 2011. Sustainability by design: smart home
technologies.
68
Nicholl, A. & Perry, M. 2009.
Smart home systems and the
code for sustainable homes.

In Sustainia, we use technology to
simplify our lives. Intelligent homes
are fully developed in Sustainia, covering an impressive range of possibilities: automatic bathing solutions
controlled via your phone, mood lighting, home cinemas, an “all-off button”
and central heating controlled by a
thermostat67. Each element reduces
energy consumption, but, more importantly, it makes life simpler. They
allow greater control of temperature,
lighting, water usage, and ventilation.
Smart homes make it much easier
for the occupant to track energy consumption. Real-time display of energy
usage makes it easy to see which appliances or devices consume a lot of
energy. The display illustrates energy
consumption against electricity fed
back to the grid via onsite renewable
installations such as rooftop solar
panels.
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An intelligent home helps you control and monitor68:
• Heating
• Water usage
• Communications and entertainment (TV-recorder, personal computers)
• Safety and security systems
• Lighting
• Health and well-being
• Climate control

GIVING HOMES
A MAKE-OVER
In Sustainia, we prioritize upgrading existing homes to make them as
efficient, healthy, and comfortable as
possible.

Use recycled building materials whenever possible: Ever-more companies specialize in reclaiming excess or used building materials that have wide reuse potential, such as doors and windows.

On-demand tankless water heater: This can back up the solar hot water system
in the coldest months.

Here are some easy fixes to retrofit
your home to Sustainia standards:

Switch to compact fluorescent light bulbs or LEDs: Changing five of the most
frequently used bulbs in your home can save you $100 per year or more on electric bills.

Program your thermostat: Programmable thermostats allow you to automate
systems to reduce energy use. There is no need to run heating and cooling systems when no one is home during the day, or at night when everyone is sleeping.

Plug air leaks: This simple step can go a long way toward maintaining a comfortable home, saving money on heating and air conditioning bills. Common leaks
occur around windows, doors, and other wall penetrations. Plugging leaks with
caulk or weather stripping can be a simple do-it-yourself job.
84
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“I KNOW THE IDEA MAY NOT BE
VERY GLAMOROUS (…) NOT SEXY.
I DISAGREE... HERE’S WHAT’S
SEXY ABOUT IT: SAVING MONEY.
THINK ABOUT IT THIS WAY: IF YOU
HAVEN’T UPGRADED YOUR HOME
YET, IT’S NOT JUST HEAT OR COOL
AIR THAT’S ESCAPING -- IT’S ENERGY AND MONEY THAT YOU ARE
WASTING. IF YOU SAW $20 BILLS
JUST SORT OF FLOATING THROUGH
THE WINDOW UP INTO THE ATMOSPHERE, YOU’D TRY TO FIGURE
OUT HOW YOU WERE GOING TO
KEEP THAT. BUT THAT’S EXACTLY
WHAT’S HAPPENING BECAUSE OF
THE LACK OF EFFICIENCY IN OUR
BUILDINGS.”

Switch to ENERGY STAR appliances: ENERGY STAR-qualified appliances and
devices are the most energy-efficient products on the market. When time has
come to replace an old appliance – refrigerator, microwave, clothes washer, or
tumble dryer – remember that even if an ENERGY STAR appliance costs a bit
more, each appliance could reduce your energy bill by $50 yearly.

Install solar panels: Solar panels are increasingly affordable for homeowners.
Solar power can be harnessed to create electricity for your home, to heat water,
and to improve indoor lighting.

Be water smart: Install low-flow showerheads and faucets and low-flush toilets.
Use gray water – collected in rainwater tanks – for your toilet and garden. Buy
simple filter bottles instead of bottled water.

Use environmentally friendly painting and cleaning products: These don’t give
off volatile organic compounds, or VOCs. Low- or no-VOC products greatly improve indoor air quality and protect your health. Look for low-VOC paints and
cleaning products.

Replace your windows: Replacing old, inefficient windows helps maintain a constant temperature in your home and can improve air ventilation. You can also
choose windows with electrochromic shading that adjust tinting based on the
intensity of sunlight, helping to keep your home cool in summer.
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The White House - Office of the
press secretary. 15.12.2009.
Remarks by President Barack Obama
on Energy efficiency and job creation.

President Barack Obama 69
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VISIT A HOME
IN SUSTAINIA

WINDOWS
Maximum daylight and ventilation ensure optimal indoor comfort and minimal energy consumption. In Sustainia,
we use windows that allow natural ventilation without a disturbing breeze,
and that let in the light while shading
us from the glare.

GREEN ROOFS/GREEN WALLS/
ROOFTOP GARDENS
Incorporating green walls into a building’s design offers a host of benefits:
added insulation, reduced stormwater
runoff, absorption of pollutants, natural habitat for birds, bees, and butterflies and reduced outside noise.

SOLAR PANELS
Rooftop solar panels will provide most,
if not all, of the electricity used in your
house70. Sourcing renewable power
onsite, and not from a distant conventional power plant, reduces transmission losses, slashing emissions and
preventing the burning of fossil fuels.

INSULATION
The walls are insulated with aerogel, or “frozen smoke” as
it is sometimes called, a nano-technological wonder and
the world’s lightest and best-insulating material due to its
molecular structure. It will save energy and money, and
help improve the indoor climate. Remembering that a lowenergy building uses at least 50% less energy than a standard building72 underlines the importance of insulation. A
growing body of research73 shows that better energy efficiency in buildings, in particular insulation, is one of the
most cost-effective measures to reduce CO2 emissions74.

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
PAINT
To reduce indoor air contamination
and the spread of allergens, use only
environmentally friendly paint. Use of
lead paint was responsible for neurological problems and even deaths of
many children throughout the last century. Until recently, nearly all paints on
the market contained volatile organic
compounds (VOCs) – chemicals that
evaporate as the paint dries and gives
drying paint a chemical smell. Even
after these paints have dried, small
amounts of VOCs continue to be released for years. These chemicals are
known to exacerbate respiratory allergies and are harmful if released to the
environment.

ENVIRONMENTAL LABELS
Like nutrition labels on food, green
building labels offer easy-to-understand data and performance metrics
for building materials. The labels will
become increasingly common for
housing products globally.

In Sustainia, we only use low and zeroVOC paints. This paint does not contain chemicals that can make you sick.
It is good for you and the environment.
And the price is competitive.

LED LIGHTS: (INSIDE AND OUTSIDE THE HOUSE)
LED lights, for applications in homes and businesses, became
mainstream beginning in 2010. Previous problems in design
and distribution were corrected. LED lights started out pricey,
but prices came down quickly as the technology improved and
manufacturers scaled up production. Consumers also became
savvier about accounting for the life-cycle cost of the products
they buy, as well as the long-term pay-off of using a more sustainable lighting alternative71
88

SELF-CLEANING PAINT
New options available are photocatalytic paints and other
coatings, which actually remove local air pollutants from
air in a room or outdoors. These paints or coatings have
anti-microbial, de-odorizing, self-cleaning, and anti-pollution properties and a low-VOC formula. The dry paint or
coating cleans itself by destroying bacteria and deflecting
dirt that might build up on its surface75.
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MacKay, D.J.C. 2009. Sustainable Energy - without the hot air.
71
Environmental News Network.
www.enn.com
72
www.rockwool.com
73
http://www.rockwool.
com/energy+efficiency/
the+role+of+insulation/
economic+gain
74
http://top10greenbuildingproducts.com/2011/greensulate/;
http://www.ecovativedesign.com/
greensulate/
75
http://www.sciencemag.org/
content/331/6018/746.abstract
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BETTER AND MORE CLEVER DESIGN 		
LEAD TO BUILDINGS THAT FAR
OUTPERFORM NON-SUSTAINABLE 			
BUILDINGS
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USING RENEWABLE POWER FROM SOLAR PANELS AND SOLAR WATER
HEATERS WILL SAVE YOU A LOT OF
MONEY

6 BUILDING SUSTAINABLY IS EASY AND
		 COST EFFECTIVE.

5 INCREASED REAL-TIME INFORMATION
		 ON ENERGY AND WATER USAGE
		 CHANGES BEHAVIOR

4 BETTER INDOOR AIR QUALITY LEADS
		 TO HEALTHIER LIVING AND IMPROVED 		
		 QUALITY OF LIFE

3
		
		
		

2 BETTER LIGHTING IMPROVES THE
		 LEVEL OF ENDORPHINS WE NEED TO 		
		 FEEL HAPPY AND CONTENT

1
		
		
		

SUSTAINIA HOME
PRINCIPLES

The solutions described in this chapter are all available
and can trim energy use – in new and existing buildings – by
30-50% without significant investments76. The solutions are
relevant for countries in all regions, whatever the climate.
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UNEP Sustainable Buildings &
Climate Initiative. 2010. Common
Carbon Metric - for measuring energy use and reporting
greenhouse gas emissions from
building operations. P.4
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THE SUSTAINIA EQUATION:
IMPLEMENT SIMPLE IMPROVEMENTS TO YOUR HOME = BETTER QUALITY OF LIFE + ENERGY AND COST SAVINGS
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• The principles are developed
by the Active House Alliance,
which includes architects,
engineers, developers, scientists, building component manufacturers, and non-governmental organisations.
• The Model Home 2020 project
is launched by the VELUX Group
in cooperation with multiple
local and regional governments,
suppliers, architects, engineers
and researchers. The knowledge derived from the projects
will be documented and used to
take an active part in developing sustainable buildings.
• VELUX, 2009/2011: Modelhome
2020 - buildings of the future.

CASE 1:
A HOUSE THAT
PRODUCES ITS
OWN ENERGY
Name & location:
Model Home 2020 (testing Active
House Principles), Denmark

architectural design as well as an automated control system
that ensures a healthy and comfortable indoor temperature,
air quality and lighting.

About the project:
The Active House vision is a framework for how to design and renovate
buildings that contribute positively to
human health and well-being by focusing on the indoor and outdoor environment and the use of renewable
energy. The Active House principles
set highly ambitious long term goals
for the future building stock.

To learn exactly how the test house performed in real life
conditions the house was monitored during a 12-month
period while a family was living there. The data collected
was both the measurable results as well as the occupants’
experiences.

The Model Home 2020 project, comprising of six newly constructed or
retrofitted buildings in five European
countries, demonstrates and tests how
the Active House principles perform in
real-life conditions.
Test specifications:
One of the Model Home test buildings
is a newly constructed family house in
Aarhus, Denmark.
The house is built to be energy efficient and all energy needed to run the
house is supplied by renewable energy
sources integrated in the building or
from the nearby electricity grid.
The indoor climate is enhanced through

Results:
Energy: The house is carbon-neutral - all energy is supplied
by clean or renewable sources. After planned adjustments
have been made, the total household energy consumption
is expected to be at 2,000 kWh/year. The house is expected
to produce a surplus of 1,700 kWh/year – this energy can be
used to fuel an electric car or can be sold back to the grid.
Livability: Both the quantitative daylight measurements
and the interviews with the occupants show that daylight
conditions are good, with high levels of well-balanced daylight and access to direct light in all main rooms. “Right
from the start we noticed that the air in the house was
good. The rooms are comfortable all the time because the
warm air is exhausted and the indoor climate adjusted.”
Lessons learned:
• Homes can be self-sufficient in energy supply by harnessing the free energy from the sun
• Automatic control systems for heating, mechanical and
natural ventilation and solar shading are necessary for
optimal performance in low-energy buildings – when residents have the possibility of interacting with the control
and regulation of the house, it has a major influence on the
building’s energy consumption.
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Source:
• Relish. 2009. Resident guide.
• Relish. 2009. The pilot study.
• Relish. 2010. Year one results
report. www.relish.org

CASE 2:
RETROFITTING
HOMES BUILT IN
THE 1950s
Name & location
RELISH (Residents 4 Low Impact Sustainable Homes), United Kingdom
About the project
RELISH is a UK based initiative that
has set out to assess the most effective ways to drive down CO2 emissions from UK homes.
In 2010 Relish completed a 1-year pilot study, involving four similar family
homes in the UK, built in the 1950’s.
These households received either refurbishment, education, or both.
Test specifications
The low cost low carbon retrofitting of
the household consisted of cost and
energy efficient improvements for £
6,500, such as insulation of walls and
floors, air tightening, high-performance windows and energy efficient
appliances and lighting.
The residential education comprised
of monthly energy meetings with each
household,
providing
participants
with news about energy saving products, tips on how to cut consumption
through an illustrated booklet and tailored energy advice for the households
energy profile and consumption habits.
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Results
The pilot study provided an excellent
insight into the impact of low cost low
carbon refurbishment to occupied
homes, and the effectiveness that education and advice can have on reducing residents’ energy use.
One of the high energy users among
the test households cut 18% off their
annual energy bill alone by changing
behaviour based on the advice and
education given through the project.
Another house, receiving both retrofits and education, experienced a 29%
reduction on their annual energy bill.
“Looking back it seems silly to have
lived wastefully and now it’s like we’re
earning free money” (Household resident)
RELISH has shown how small changes can accumulate to noticeable energy reductions and financial savings
and that we can achieve reductions
through education alone.
Lessons learned
Lifestyle and habits play a significant
role in the energy use. Education and
demonstration projects are hugely important when seeking to drive change
among consumers.

ENERGY
"ELECTRIC POWER IS EVERYWHERE PRESENT IN UNLIMITED QUANTITIES AND CAN
DRIVE THE WORLD'S MACHINERY WITHOUT THE NEED FOR COAL, OIL OR GAS"
NIKOLA TESLA
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WELCOME TO THE
ENERGY SYSTEM
IN SUSTAINIA
We need energy to live. We need
energy all the time – from when we
wake up until we go to bed. Even
asleep, we need energy to keep appliances humming. Some appliances
and facilities – freezers and refrigerators, hospitals and data centers – need
energy 24 hours a day.

ARGUMENTS
FOR CHANGE
A transformation of our energy
system had to happen. The path we
were on was neither sustainable nor
reliable. In 2010, the electricity sector
was responsible for 40% of worldwide
carbon dioxide emissions. Growing
electricity demands emphasized the
stress on increasingly scarce water
resources – the energy sector having
been the second largest water user after agriculture. Scientists warned we
were on a catastrophic path towards
disaster. Not concerned with lowering
our energy use – only our emissions –
we turned to more sustainable power
sources balancing the global requirement for low carbon emissions with
the local water availability.

The goal is not about deprivation:
turning off lights, sitting in a freezing cold room in winter, and never
traveling. It is to change the way we
produce the energy we need to live a
comfortable and attractive life. It is to
limit pollution from power plants that
make us sick.
In Sustainia we have transformed
our energy system. We don’t worry
about security of supply. We don’t
worry about prices of oil going up as
we are not dependent on it. We are
primarily powered by sources that are
renewable and always will be: wind,
solar, waste and water.

In Sustainia, we did not want to sacrifice our lifestyle and quality of life.
We wanted to improve it. In previous
years, we had polluted more than the
planet could bear. The only way forward was to ensure that the energy
we use comes from reliable and re-
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newable sources that will not put extra pressure on ecosystems, including
our freshwater supplies.
We discovered that building clean
energy systems created jobs in new
industries, opening up a range of new
business opportunities.
We are now enjoying a cleaner air
and a blue sky. And we love not having to worry about supply. The sun
will keep shining and the wind will
keep blowing.

The Fourth Assessment Report of
the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) calls for
an 80-95% reduction in industrialized countries’ greenhouse gas
emissions below 1990 levels. This
has to happen before 2050 to reduce the risk of dangerous and
potentially catastrophic climate
change.

WORLD ENERGY USE
16 Tw-yr
per year

RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES

FOSSIL ENERGY RESOURCES

NATURAL GAS
215 Tw-yr
total

POWERED BY
NATURE

SOLAR
23,000 Tw-yr
per year

The figure compares the yearly potential yield of renewable resources
with the finite reserves of conventional energies.

WIND
25-70 Tw-yr
per year
PETROLEUM
240 Tw-yr
total

WAVES
0,2-2 Tw-yr
per year

Available solar energy exceeds the
world’s energy consumption by a
factor of 1,500. Fossil fuels such as oil
and coal alone could meet our energy
needs for another three or four generations, but would do so at considerable environmental cost.

OTEC
3-11 Tw-yr
per year
TIDES
0,3 Tw-yr
per year

URANIUM
90-300 Tw-yr
total

BIOMASS
2-6 Tw-yr
per year

GEOTHERMAL
0,3-2 Tw-yr
per year

HYDRO
3-4 Tw-yr
per year

COAL
900 Tw-yr
total reserve

(The illustration is from ‘Daylight
& Architecture’ published by the
VELUX Group. Research by Richard Perez, Research Professor
and Senior Research Associate
at the Atmosphere Sciences
Research Center)
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ELECTRICITY:
SMART AND
CLEAN ENERGY
IS HERE

HEATING:
WARM UP YOUR
HOME
Below ground, the soil stays at almost the same temperature year
round. In Sustainia we take advantage of this constant temperature to
heat water, supply heat for radiant
floor heating systems and radiators,
and even run air conditioning. This is
called a geothermal heating system.
This clever technology needs very little maintenance after installation and
is therefore an easy and reliable way
of heating your home.
As a complement to the heat you
can get from below the ground, solar
heating panels on top of your roof can
also help heat your home. The sunlight heats pipes containing water,
which is heated and circulated in the
same system as water heated by the
below-ground geothermal system.
You can then decide whether to use

the energy from the sun to heat your
home or to generate electricity77.

In Sustainia, the energy system is
efficient and clever. Electricity comes
from various sources, but primarily
the wind and sun. The goal is to use
only renewable energy. We are not
there yet, but getting closer towards
eliminating fossil fuels from the electricity mix.

Another method to heat your home
relies on synergies with electricityproducing power plants located nearby. Combined heat and power plants
can burn biogas generated from
household waste to deliver district
heating and electricity to your home.

The year 2020, the year of Sustainia,
marks the middle of a transformation
in the way we produce electricity. No
longer are you simply a consumer of
electricity. You also produce and sell
electricity. To be more than simply a
consumer of electricity means that
you produce it at your home (we return to this later), that you are capable of storing any surplus, and that
you can sell electricity to your neighbor when needed. That is to say, when
he is willing to pay you enough that

You need not to worry about being
cold or having to take cold showers. In
Sustainia we got plenty of ways to ensure your home is nice and warm.

http://www.solarthermalworld.
org/node/1345
77
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you will let him buy it rather than use
it yourself.
It is quite nice for our citizens living in Sustainia - they make money
out of our new energy system without
doing much. And they help integrate
renewable sources of energy into our
system. Collaboration is what makes
this work perfectly.
In Sustainia, we haven’t decreased
the number of appliances and products that run on electricity; we have
changed the way we produce electricity. We have electrified our society.
We use electricity in more applications than ever before, including to
power cars and trucks. And we have
upgraded our power lines to handle
more players in the electricity game.

A SMART ENERGY
SYSTEM IS LIKE
PIECES IN A
PUZZLE…
Many call the energy system we
have in Sustainia a smart grid. It is
smart because it is efficient; a grid
because it connects different energy
sources into a system able to handle a
two-way flow of electricity. The easiest way to explain a smart grid is to
present all the constituent elements
like pieces in a puzzle. Piece by piece,
we will explain how different sources
interlock to form the electricity system in Sustainia78.

able electricity generation. As such,
we do not imagine specific % amounts
of electricity generated by any technology. Instead, we paint a picture of
potential technologies, and cite some
of their estimated contributions in future scenarios developed by the International Energy Agency and Danish
Commission on Climate Change. Exactly how much each source contributes varies with the assumptions one
makes about future economic and political developments.

Leaving out specific numbers explaining the smart grid system:
Rather than define specific parameters of Sustainia’s economy and geography, we describe technologies
that promise to move us to sustain-

The vision of the Sustainia
electricity system draws from the
visions expressed in: Danish Commission on Climate Change Policy.
2010. Green Energy - The Road to
a Danish Energy System Without
Fossil Fuels. MacKay, D.J.C. 2009.
Sustainable Energy - without the
hot air. Waterloo Global Science
Initiative. 2011. Equinox Communique.
78
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WHAT HAPPENS
IN YOUR HOUSE?
Electricity in Sustainia is produced at central power
plants and on the roof of your house. The rooftop solar panels convert sunlight into electricity, which you use, or sell
to your neighbor – whichever is more profitable.

PUZZLE PIECE #1

ROOFTOP
SOLAR

It works like this. An electric vehicle is parked in your
garage, which charges at night when power is cheap. During the day, when you are at work, you sell the surplus electricity from the rooftop solar panels to a neighboring office
building, which needs power to run artificial lighting and
air-conditioning.

Rooftop solar panels contain photovoltaic material – sometimes referred
to as PV. The material is named for its
ability to convert the energy contained
in sunlight (photons) into an electrical
voltage79. The rooftop solar panels will
provide a significant portion of the
total electricity used in your home 80.
Producing electricity where it is used
reduces transmission losses and keeps
fossil fuels in the ground.

Masters, G.M. 2004. Renewable
and efficient electric power
systems.
80
MacKay, D.J.C. 2009. Sustainable Energy - without the hot air.
79
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PUZZLE PIECE #2

EV
Sustainia’s electric vehicle fleet provides battery storage to the electrical system. Individual EVs are programmed to charge only when there
is excess power on the grid – surplus
wind power at night, or solar power
at midday. Your car battery provides
flexibility to the system, flexibility necessary to incorporate large amounts
of renewable energy whose output we
cannot control81.

Danish Energy Association and
Energinet.dk. 2010. Smart Grid in
Denmark.
81
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PUZZLE PIECE #3

THE
POWER
LINES

WHAT HAPPENS
WITH THE POWER
LINES?

The power lines, or “the grid,” in Sustainia, have been digitized. The concept of “smart grids” refers to the integration of information technology into
the electricity grid enabling communication between individual elements of
the system to achieve:
1) flexible demand for the integration
of variable-output renewables and
2) to improve the overall efficiency of
the system 82.

The power lines that connect you with everyone else in
Sustainia, especially large power plants, have been upgraded to enable small energy producers to join the electricity
game. Technology installed in your home and on the power
lines enables your electrical appliances to “communicate” to
the rest of the system to find the cheapest electricity. You
can even control the system directly using your smart phone,
and decide when to buy and sell electricity. You get cheaper
electricity and help integrate renewables into the grid.

This definition is loosely based
on those presented by the European Technology Platform, the
Danish Energy Industry Association, and the Danish Transmission
System Operator Energinet.dk
with an emphasis on the advantages with respect to renewables
and system efficiency. European
Commission. 2006. Vision and
Strategy for European Electricity Networks of the Future.
Danish Energy Association and
Energinet.dk. 2010. Smart Grid in
Denmark.
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(Photo: DNV/Per Sverre Wold-Hansen)
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PUZZLE PIECE #4

WIND
POWER

WHAT HAPPENS
AT THE POWER
PLANT?

The IEA estimates that 8% of the
world’s electricity needs will be met by
wind power in 2035. The Danish Commission on Climate Change asserts that
Denmark has the potential to cover all
of its electricity needs from wind power
– the main obstacle being the variability
of the resource. In Sustainia, wind power delivers a portion of your electricity
needs somewhere in between the two
estimates; its variability is offset by
long distance transmissions lines contributing to even out local differences
in wind availability and also by the ability of your EV to charge when the wind
is blowing hard.

When we flick the switch, we expect the light to go on.
The renewable energy sources we use have one thing in
common: They won’t run out. Not tomorrow, in a year, in
10 years, or in 100 years. A few of them, however, have another thing in common. We have less control over when
and how much power they produce. With a conventional
power plant, if you want to turn up the heat in your home,
the utility can burn more natural gas83.
For that reason, we combine the renewable sources
whose output we can’t completely control with sources
whose output we can control and storage. We can’t control
how much the sun shines or when and how hard the wind
blows. We can control how much heat we extract from the
inside of the Earth, how much water we let though our
dams, and how much waste-generated biogas we burn in
combined heat and power plants.

Technologies like tidal power
and wave power have been omitted from this description due to
their relatively low impact on an
entire electricity system. MacKay,
D.J.C. 2009. Sustainable Energy without the hot air.
84
IEA. 2010. World Energy Outlook 2010.
85
Richardson, K. et al. 2011.
Denmark’s Road Map for Fossil
Fuel Independence - Solutions.
Vol 2, No. 4. As numbers vary, we
do not make a specific claim as to
the share of wind power. Rather,
we emphasize general agreement
about the potential for significant
contributions to electricity systems from wind power.
83
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PUZZLE PIECE #5

ENHANCED
GEOTHERMAL
POWER
We extract energy from the core of the Earth by drilling down
to the hot rock beneath the surface. Water is injected into one
well and extracted from another. Heat is transferred to the
water from the rock beneath the surface. The heat is extracted and converted to electricity using a steam turbine above
ground. The potential of enhanced geothermal power is effectively unlimited. The difficulty of drilling several km into
the ground and extracting its heat has limited the technology
in the past86.

(Photo: DNV/Magne Røe)
PUZZLE PIECE #6

SOLAR FARMS

Tester, J.W. et al. 2006. The future of geothermal energy: impact
of Enhanced Geothermal Systems
(EGS) on the United States in the
21st Century. Geothermal potential varies by country and geological conditions. Again, we do not
make a specific claim about the
potential but emphasize that it is
there and significant.
87
Masters, G.M. 2004. Renewable
and efficient electric power
systems.
88
http://www.californiavalleysolarranch.com/
89
http://www.desertec.org/
90
http://ec.europa.eu/research/
energy/eu/research/csp/index_
en.htm
86
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The potential of solar power is awesome. The Earth receives
approximately 6,000 times its total energy needs from the
sun87. Geopolitical, geographic, technological, and economic
constraints have hampered its development. In Sustainia,
large-scale solar farms like those in Southern California88 and
those envisioned in the deserts of the Sahara89 can supply another significant portion of the electricity you use. The technology installed on your rooftop, called photovoltaic (PV), is
complemented by Concentrated Solar Power (CSP), which focuses large amounts of sunlight onto a single focal point. The
concentrated sunlight heats a working fluid, which produces
steam that drives a turbine90. One advantage of large-scale
solar farms is that it can be installed where the solar resource
is greatest.
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PUZZLE PIECE #8

WATER
Just like we did in 2011 we exploit the power of natural water flow using dams. In 2011, hydropower accounted for 16%
of the world’s electricity mix and, in Sustainia, it contributes
a similar amount. Critically, hydropower can easily be dispatched to match the fluctuations of the variable pieces in the
puzzle – wind and solar 93.

(Photo: DONG Energy)

PUZZLE PIECE #7

WASTE

One such facility is the REnescience technology developed by
DONG energy, which separates
materials for recycling as well as
producing biogas and solid fuels
for energy generation: http://
www.dongenergy.com/Renescience/Pages/index.aspx
92
Energistyrelsen, 2010. Anvendelse af biogasressourcerne
og gasstrategi herfor. (Danish
publication) Danish Commission
on Climate Change Policy. 2010.
Green Energy - The Road to a
Danish Energy System Without
Fossil Fuels
93
Whether hydropower increases
its share of global electricity generation in the models of the IEA
depends on the scenario used.
In the reference case, the share
remains the same. In the “current
policies,” scenario the share falls
from 16 % to 13 %, and in the
“ambitious policies” scenario
“450,” the share increases from 16
% to 19%. IEA. 2010. World Energy
Outlook 2010. P.620-621.
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In Sustainia, household waste is collected and combined with industrial
and animal waste to produce biogas
in decomposition plants91. Biogas can
replace natural gas in the electricity
system, which suggests that the infrastructure already exists in countries
that use natural gas92.
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PUTTING
THE PIECES
TOGETHER
Put all of the pieces together and you get a picture of what
the electricity system looks like in Sustainia. You have become a player in the electricity game by installing rooftop
solar panels on your home and keeping an electric car in
your garage. Power lines have been upgraded to handle this
transformation. With the addition of renewables whose output we can control – hydro, geothermal, and biomass – and
the flexibility provided by your electric vehicle, we have added large amounts of wind and solar to the grid.
The transformation permits you to walk your city free
from the roar of internal combustion engines, enjoying the
clean air that follows from non-polluting sources of energy.
In Sustainia, there is no need to feel guilty about the
amount of energy you use – you know it is non-polluting.
Ahhhh… fresh air.
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TRANSPORTATION

“THE WORLD IS A BOOK AND
THOSE WHO DO NOT TRAVEL
READ ONLY ONE PAGE”
ST. AUGUSTINE
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WELCOME TO
A NEW WAY
OF GETTING
AROUND

ARGUMENTS FOR
CHANGE
Cars were supposed to be a blessing.
Fast and convenient, cars promised
freedom and adventure, an unbroken
span of asphalt reaching into the sunset. Instead, it’s a love story gone horribly wrong. Cars took over our cities,
fouled the air we breathe, and spewed
gases that are warming the planet. By
2010, some 1.2 billion92 cars, trucks,
buses, and motorcycles clogged the
world’s streets and highways.

In Sustainia, mobility is paramount.
Cities, once designed for cars, now give
preference to buses and trains, pedestrians and peddlers. Walking paths,
cycle tracks, bus-rapid transit corridors, high-speed trains, electric cars
– residents in Sustainia have sustainable options to reach school and work,
errands and play. Motors run not on
oil or coal but batteries charged by the
wind and sun, the tides and earth’s
heat. Next-generation biofuels come
not from corn but jatropha, camelina,
and newsprint. In Sustainia, getting
around means mobility without carbon, miles without oil.

Cars weren’t the only means of getting around that got us into trouble.
Commercial ships belched soot and
burned dirty bunker fuel. The aviation industry, which saw its emissions
soar as low-cost airlines made longdistance travel easier, became one of
the fastest-growing sources93 of global
greenhouse emissions. Altogether,
transport accounts for about 14% of
the world’s CO2 emissions94.

Biello, D. 03.01.2011. Driving
to the Future: Can China – and
the World – Afford 2 Billion Cars?
Scientific American.
93
Graham, P. CSIRO. 26.05.2011.
Could bio-derived jet fuel give
aviation a future? The Conversation.
94
World Resources Institute. October 2010. Citywide Transportation Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Inventories: A Review of Selected
Methodologies.
92
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But at the moment the situation
seemed most dire, we pushed the
sector in a new direction. Clever engineers discovered ways to shave
weight from cars, planes, and trucks.
They created biofuels to replace traditional petrol. They electrified cars and
trucks, planes and ships. Smart consumers were ready to buy low-polluting vehicles, to live closer to transit, to
give up owning a car, if a bike or bus
would do.
Getting around in Sustainia means
less carbon and more choices. Getting
around never felt so good.
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TRAVEL ALONG WITH
REAL SUSTAINIANS:
3 STORIES FROM 3
PARTS OF SUSTAINIA
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to work on low-carbon planes and
high-speed trains; Jia, in Guangzhou,
China, commutes to work on a nextgeneration bus system and relies on a
bike-sharing network to make meetings with clients; Fredrik, in Kristianstad, Sweden, drives a biogas-fueled car and uses a car service rather
than buy a second car 95.

IK

Elsewhere in this guidebook, we
have presented how Sustainians live,
at home and within their cities and
new energy systems. In this chapter
of the guidebook, you will meet three
Sustainians and spend a day with
them on their daily commute. This
will give you a clear picture of how
Sustainians are living better by making full use of smarter, cleaner transportation options. Prabhu, in Seattle,
drives an electric car and commutes

Here’s what getting around will look
like in 2020 …

All stories are based on the
technologies and transportation
system that could be available in
2020 in their region.
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STORY 1
GETTING
AROUND IS EASY
IN SUSTAINIA
Prabhu, 44, Venture Capitalist, Seattle, United States

A helpful resource for information on EV charging, the smart
grid, and the networked EV is
CleenFleetReport.com. Inspiration
for Prabhu’s interaction with
his EV comes, in part, from this
source.
Addison, J. 07.09.2011. Electric
Car Charging and Smart Grid,
Networked EV. CleanFleetReport.
com.
97
Tuffner, F. et al. July 2011. Using
Electric Vehicles to Meet Balancing Requirements Associated with
Wind Power. Pacific Northwest
National Laboratory (U.S.) PNNL20501.
98
Wassener, B. 18.08.2011. Have
Solar Panels, Will Travel. The New
York Times.
99
Barry, K. 18.08.2011. Electric
Ferry Is a Solar Boat to China.
Autopia Blog, Wired.com.
100
More cities are looking to follow
Stockholm and London’s example
and charge drivers a congestion
fee to enter city centers. The
latest is Beijing, where drivers
will soon face a levy to drive on
selected roads, Chinese officials
announced in September 2011.
Loveday, E. 07.09.2011. Beijing to
Levy Congestion Charge to Ease
Traffic, Reduce Pollution. AutoBlogGreen
101
Gordon, R. 15.09.2011. Texting
Service to Make it Simpler to Park
in S.F. San Francisco Chronicle.
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Startled by the alarm clock, Prabhu rises, picks up his
phone, and opens a text message from his utility. His
electric sedan, plugged in and parked in the garage, is
fully charged. Charging didn’t begin until 2:33 a.m., when
strong winds in the Columbia River Gorge pushed output
at all of the region's wind farms to full capacity, sending
electricity prices tumbling. Prabhu’s account settings96 ensure that each night his car charges only when electricity is cheapest and supply strong. Temperatures plunged
overnight, so Prabhu, through the app on his smart phone,
pre-heated the car 10 minutes before rolling out of the
garage. The app saves him time, and, by heating the car
while it is still plugged in, conserves energy stored in the
battery for driving.

WIND AND EVs – A PERFECT MATCH
Electric vehicles (EVs) don’t just eliminate emissions at
the tailpipe. The cars are mini power plants on wheels,
with their battery packs available to store or dispatch
power during the 90% of the day cars sit idle. A report97
released by the U.S. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, in September 2011, found that the region’s electrical grid could better handle additional intermittent
wind power if just 13% of cars were EVs.
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Prabhu commutes each morning to downtown Seattle
from his home, located on an island in Puget Sound. This
morning he rolls up to the pier and waits for the signal to
drive into the belly of the ferry that will carry him to the
dock in Seattle. A few years before, the ferry operator upgraded its fleet. Gone are ships burning dirty bunker fuel
in aging diesel engines. Instead, the roof is lined with solar panels, which charge the battery. A hybrid propulsion
system, part fuel cell, part electric motor, pushes the ferry
toward Seattle.
Forty-five minutes later, Prabhu rolls down the ramp and
turns the car toward the financial sector. His phone beeps.
Waiting at a stop light, Prabhu glances at the text message:
his bank has debited his account $10.00 for the ferry toll,
and $8.00, a commuting hour congestion charge100, to enter the city center. Reaching his building, Prabhu enters
the parking garage, pulling into one of the designated EV
charging stations. He plugs in. The utility will top off his
battery mid-morning, when demand on the grid eases.
Prabhu gave the utility permission to tap energy stored in
his battery, at home or at work, when needed. It happens
just a few times a year – hot summer afternoons when air
conditioners are humming, or a storm knocks out electricity in a neighborhood – but when the utility does tap his
battery, it deposits a credit into his account.

SOLAR-POWERED HYBRID AND
ALL-ELECTRIC FERRIES
In Sustainia, as on Prabhu’s ferry
to Seattle, diesel engines burning
high-sulfur bunker fuel have largely been replaced by electric motors
powered by the sun or hydrogen
fuel cells. Examples of hybrid ships
include the Tûranor PlanetSolar98,
a solar-powered catamaran that
circled the world in 2011, and a
system of all-electric ferries99 constructed by BMT Nigel Gee for use
on routes between Chinese coastal
cities beginning in 2012.

A few hours into the morning, Prabhu, late for a meeting
with a potential client, an engineer with a start-up spun
out of a local university research lab, rushes down to the
parking garage. There won’t be time to catch the light-rail,
he thinks. He leaves in his car and, a few moments later,
his phone beeps. At a stop, he glances at a text from Seattle’s smart parking service. On his way out of the office, he
had asked his secretary to reserve a parking space near the
café where he’s to meet the engineer – no more circling the
block looking for parking. Spot #734 waits, just a 3-minute
walk, one block, from the café.

DEMAND BASED-PRICE PARKING, WITH SMART PHONE
INTERFACE
Inspiration for Prabhu’s parking experience in downtown
Seattle comes from the SFpark system launched101 in San
Francisco, in September 2011. The service gives drivers real-time information on the availability of parking spaces at
city-owned garages and meters.
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FUEL-SAVING MEASURES FOR AIRLINERS
Eager to cut surging fuel costs,
and forced to cut emissions after
the inclusion of commercial aviation in the European Emissions
Trading Scheme, the aviation industry started to invest heavily in
fuel-saving measures106. Boeing
claims the 787 Dreamliner, outfitted with high-efficiency GE and
Rolls Royce engines and a lightbut-strong carbon composite fuselage, burns 20% less fuel107 than
similar aircraft. In the future108,
major airlines, such as SAS, are
looking to add solar power to
supplement the energy supply
during flight, harvest the energy
from landing wheels for re-use at
taxiing, and to reduce emissions
from air traffic with implementation of advanced traffic control
systems such as the Single European Sky initiative.

A partner at one of the West Coast’s leading venture
capital firms, Prabhu travels often to meet with prospective clients and check in on his firm’s investments. On this
day, he needs to make a 3:30 p.m. flight for San Francisco.
Once each month he visits his firm’s Silicon Valley office,
in Palo Alto, for a meeting with the other partners in the
cleantech practice. On shorter trips in Washington and Oregon, he takes the new Cascadia high-speed train. The past
two months, he’s made a weekly visit to Portland, Oregon,
to visit a thin-film solar panel factory – an investment he
had shepherded from the research lab to market. On each
trip, Prabhu notices more riders. Just one year after opening, the Seattle-Portland train has lured away half of the
airline traffic on the same route102.
Prabhu arrives at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
(Sea-Tac) with plenty of time to make his flight. He parks
at one of the long-term EV charging stations. Sea-Tac, like
many American airports103 , began adding EV charging stations as soon as the first wave of next-generation plug-in
vehicles hit the market, in 2010 and 2011. The beep from
his phone, he knows from routine, is the text message from
his bank debiting his account $15 for the parking fee. The
utility will top off the battery overnight.

In the air, Prabhu rides with a cleaner conscience than
he did even a few years before as clever engineers had discovered creative ways to save fuel. They shaved pounds
off by replacing metal in the frame with carbon fiber and
using ceramics in the engine; they reduced drag by adding
an acrylic resin to the exterior paint job to fill in cracks.
Beginning in 2011 and 2012, global airlines and the United
States military started replacing petroleum-based jet fuel
with biofuels105.
In two hours, he’s on the ground in San Francisco. An
automated AirTrain carries him to the platform where a
high-speed train waits. Completed just six months before,
the line links San Francisco to Los Angeles. Prabhu boards,
he had purchased a ticket from the plane using his phone,
but doesn’t bother finding a seat. The train – capable of
speeds of up to 220 mph – covers109 the 12 miles to his stop
in Palo Alto in just 8 minutes.
When he arrives at Seattle 24 hours later, after a morning of meetings in Silicon Valley, his car will be waiting,
fully charged, ready for the trip home.

Seated at the gate, Prabhu looks out the window. His San
Francisco-bound plane is waiting, ready to board passengers. His client in Portland, the thin-film solar company,
had won a lucrative contract only the year before to outfit the airline’s fleet with solar. He smiles, glancing at the
plane – a hefty return on investment for his firm, and
plenty of clean power for the airline. With the lightweight
solar panels affixed to each wing and fuselage104 feeding
electricity to the plane’s battery pack and auxiliary motor,
the plane is able to turn off its powerful, fuel-hungry main
engines at the gate, and burn less fuel in the air.
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SUMMARY:
Innovations that make Prabhu’s
life easier and better:
• Electric vehicle outfitted with
gridfriendly charging technology
• Solar-powered, hybrid and allelectric ferries
• Demand-based price parking
with smart phone interface
• Vehicle-to-grid technology – EVs
can store surplus green power
and dispatch it when needed by
the utility
• Airplane fuel-saving measures:
solar panels, carbon fiber frame,
ceramic engine parts
• Next-generation biofuels – including camelina-based jet fuel
• High-speed rail

RENFE, Spain’s state-owned
train operator, reports that the
375-mile Madrid-Barcelona AVE
high-speed train route has captured nearly half of Iberia Airlines’
traffic on the same route.
Selcraig, B. 16.08.2010. Taking
High-Speed Trains into the Future.
Miller-McCune.com.
103
Addison, J. 25.05.2011. Oakland
Airport 15 Coulomb Charging
Spaces for Electric Cars. CleanFleetReport.com.
104
The Solar Impulse SB-HIA, a
super-light, carbon-fiber aircraft
outfitted with 12,000 solar cells,
recently completed three international flights on a European tour
powered by solar alone. http://
www.solarimpulse.com/
105
Murray, J. 17.08.2011. Obama
Readies Jet Biofuels for Takeoff
With $510m Investment. BusinessGreen.com, and Nichols, W.
03.08.2011. Aeromexico Pilots
First Trans-Atlantic Commercial
Biofuel Flight.
107
A thorough guide to recent
aviation industry research into
fuel-saving measures is this
special report. The Economist.
03.09.2011. Changes in the Air.
108
Paur, J. 26.08.2011. Feds Sign
Off on Boeing’s 787 Dreamliner.
Autopia Blog, Wired.com.
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Email correspondence. September 12, 2011.
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STORY 2

BUS-RAPID TRANSIT CORRIDORS

SMART TRANSPORT
MAKES URBAN LIVING
EASY IN SUSTAINIA

In Sustainia, bus-rapid transit (BRT)
corridors ease congestion, reduce
travel times, and slash emissions.
Buses in the systems, like the one
Jia rides to work, operate much
like trains, with exclusive or priority lanes, street-level boarding, and
pay-before-you-board stations. Onboard IT, including GPS units, estimate arrival times and communicate with traffic signals. Nearly 100
cities launched BRT systems from
2000-2010; 50 more were under
construction in 2011112.

Jia, 29, Architect, Urban Planner Guangzhou, China
Jia does not own a car. Unlike many people her age in
China, she has never really wanted to drive. For as long as
she can remember, cars have increased in popularity, especially in fast-growing Chinese cities such as Guangzhou110,
her hometown of 14 million people. It was not always so.
China is still one of the world’s great biking countries,
but, as the middle class expanded, car sales boomed as
bike sales slumped. In Guangzhou, the percentage of trips
by bike bottomed out at just over 10%. By 2009, the city had
not built a new bike lane in a dozen years and was adding
300,000 cars to its streets each year111.
But, at about that time, Guangzhou started to change. An
architect and urban planner, Jia had, at university, studied
plans for the signature project credited with turning the
tide against cars: the bus-rapid transit (BRT) corridor along
Zhongshan Avenue. Planners re-imagined a 22.5-kilometer
stretch of the street, located in the city’s bustling commercial district. They replaced a 12-lane free-for-all that left
cars, buses, and bikes jostling for position with a layout
that dedicated lanes for cars and buses, and included two
separated bike lanes.
Jia depends on the new system. The apartment she
shares with her husband, Xue, is located in a high-rise tower constructed along Zhongshan Avenue a few years after
the BRT corridor was installed. Some days Jia bikes to her
office, some days she rides the bus, deciding based on the
weather.
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On this day, she takes the bus. She rides the elevator
down 27 stories to the street and walks two blocks to her
station. She remembers Zhongshan Avenue before the
changes, when, as a young girl, she rode the bus with her
parents to reach the produce markets. Then, Zhongshan
Avenue was loud, congested, and dangerous.
Today, it’s much calmer. She walks up the ramp to the
bus station and reaches for the transit card in her pocket.
She carries a pass pre-loaded with money, linked to her
bank account, which she can use for buses, trains, and
bikes. She glances up at the digital screen announcing arrival times. Her bus is due in two minutes. With her free
hand she reaches for her smart phone and checks her
emails for the first time that morning. A client asks if she
can meet in three hours to talk over some revisions to his
firm’s new office in Shanghai.
Her bus rolls up, the doors open. With no need to queue
at the front door to pay the fare, or steps to climb to reach
the seats, boarding is easy and fast. She holds her transit
card up to the scanner and waits for the beep of approval.
She finds a seat and looks again at her phone. She confirms
the time with the client and opens the app she uses to reserve a bike to ride to the meeting, 10 blocks from her office. The bus corridor is efficient, carrying more passengers
per hour than any metro line in mainland China outside
of Beijing.
On the days Jia rides to work, she parks her bike a block
from her office at one of the two-tiered bike garages in131

Inspiration for Jia residing in
Guangzhou comes from an article
written by your chapter author
that describes the bus-rapid
transit and bike-sharing improvements made along Zhongshan
Avenue. Gerdes, J. 09.06.2011.
A Two-Wheeled Future? Chinadialogue
111
Statistics on mode share by
bike in Guangzhou, the years
between bike lanes, and drivers
added each year from: Gerdes,
J. 09.06.2011. A Two-Wheeled
Future? Chinadialogue.
112
Lovaas, D. 15.03.2011. Bus Rapid
Transit: An Inexpensive Solution
for Cash-Strapped States and Regions. Natural Resources Defense
Council Staff Blog.
110

stalled when Guangzhou redid Zhongshan Avenue, in 2010.
Two hours later, Jia rolls up blueprints for her meeting and
leaves the office, heading for the nearest bike-sharing station. Along the redesigned Zhongshan Avenue, planners
added hundreds of such stations, with many located next
to bus and train stops.
From her studies, Jia knows well what happened next.
With riders able to pedal in safe, separated lanes, bike trips
exploded – a 50% increase in the first year113. Travel times
improved for motorists, bus riders, and cyclists alike.
Jia finds her reserved bike, #1515, at the station. Her
confirmation text message included the bike number and
identified the rack where the bike would be waiting. Jia
reaches for her transit card, and holds it up to an electronic
scanner. After a beep and a click, the bike is released from
the rack. If she returns the bike within an hour, she pays
nothing. Beyond that, she pays a small hourly fee. Riding in
the cycle track, where cyclists zip along efficiently with the
aid of their own traffic signals, Jia makes it to her meeting
in less than 10 minutes.
Later that afternoon, back at the office, Jia prepares to
leave. Her concentration is broken by an incoming text

message from her car-sharing service. She cycles or takes
the bus to work, and most errands are a short walk from
her apartment tower. But once a month she visits her parents, who returned to the countryside two hours outside
Guangzhou for their retirement. Their village is not served
by transit, but can be reached by car. Jia drives, grudgingly.

CAR-SHARING SERVICE
Students and young professionals are increasingly choosing car-sharing membership over car ownership. A University of California Transportation Center study114 surveyed 6,281 households that were part of car-sharing
networks. The households owned 2,968 cars before car
sharing and 1,507 after.

She meets Xue at home. A few years before, the owner of
their apartment tower agreed to allow a car-share service
to park eight vehicles in the garage. Jia walks up to space #7
and reaches for her swipe card. She slides the card into the
reader, and with a click, the doors unlock. Jia had hoped
the car-service would stock all-electric cars, but it has not
thus far. Instead, they usually drive a plug-in hybrid car,
which couples a small gas engine with a battery and electric motor. When the battery is depleted, the gas engine
kicks in to replenish its charge.
Even though they have made the drive many times, Jia
still turns on the navigation aid in the center console and
punches in her parents’ address. They settle in for the drive,
hoping to beat the Friday afternoon rush. With luck, they’ll
roll into her parents’ driveway just in time for dinner.

SUMMARY:
Innovations that make Jia’s life easier and better:
• Bus Rapid-Transit (BRT) corridors
• Dense, transit-oriented development – homes and
apartment located adjacent to transit hubs
• Sheltered bike garages and safe, separated bike lanes
• Bike-sharing systems
• Car-sharing systems

Hughes, C. K. 20.04.2011.
Bicycle Infrastructure in China –
Case Study: Guangzhou. Panel
presentation, San Francisco, California.
114
Fehrenbacher, K. 06.09.2011.
It’s Official: Car Sharing Reduces
Vehicle Ownership. Earth2Tech
Blog, GigaOm.com
113
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STORY 3
RURAL LIVING AND
TRADE ARE SIMPLE
AND EFFICIENT IN
SUSTAINIA
Fredrik, 67, Retired truck driver – Kristianstad, Sweden
Fredrik and his wife Hanna had always wanted to retire
in the country. Ten years before, when he retired from his
job as a long-haul truck driver, they decided to buy a home
on the outskirts of Kristianstad. The town was familiar to
Fredrik. His regular route for many years took him from
Stockholm, south through Kristianstad on the way to Malmo, Berlin, and back again.

BIOGAS TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE
Inspiration for Fredrik and Hanna’s life in Kristianstad
comes, in part, from a New York Times feature115 by Elisabeth Rosenthal. Rosenthal describes how Kristianstad,
population 80,000, built the infrastructure necessary to
make the switch to locally sourced biogas for central heating and transport. The town has already eliminated fossil
fuels for heating, and city planners expect that by 2020,
year Sustainia, total local greenhouse gas emissions to be
40 percent below 1990 levels.

He and Hanna had long lived in an apartment in Malmo,
but they craved more room and a yard big enough for her
to keep a flower garden. In good health, they didn’t worry
about leaving a bigger city for a more isolated life in the
country. For Fredrik, who had burned more litres of diesel
than he could count driving his truck all those years, life
in Kristianstad held a special appeal.

Thirty years before, city officials had charted a path beyond oil, coal, and natural gas. Assisted by grants from the
government in Stockholm, Kristianstad invested in a centralized plant that burns biomass to create heat and electricity, and a network of pipes to distribute heat through
the city. It built a plant to convert plant and food wastes
into biogas, a form of methane, burned to heat homes or
propel a car.
Once settled in Kristianstad, Fredrik and Hanna happily
replaced their petrol-burning sedan for a three-cylinder
engine, biogas-powered hatchback. The new car burns
cleaner than the old one, and Fredrik and Hanna take comfort in knowing that that fuel in the tank comes not from
ancient carbon locked deep in the Earth but from manure,
used cooking oil, and other food and agriculture wastes
sourced from the region’s abundant farms and food processing plants.
In the early years of the Kristianstad’s energy shift, biogas was available only for the municipal fleet of cars. But
the city expanded the pipe network and required increased
use of biogas in private cars; with more biogas to sell, private firms added filling stations. Now, whenever Fredrik
fills the tank, about twice a month, he simply drives to
a station two kilometers from their home. The fuel costs
20 percent less than conventional petrol. The plan has
worked so well that Kristianstad halved its fossil fuel use
and slashed its planet warming emissions by one-quarter
in the first ten years.
Rosenthal, E. 10.12.2010.
Using Waste, Swedish City
Cuts Its Fossil Fuel Use. The
New York Times. http://www.
nytimes.com/2010/12/11/science/
earth/11fossil.html
115
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THE UNDERTRAY 119
Large, 18-wheel trucks, called semi-trailers, haul much
of America’s goods. A South Carolina company, BMI, invented an under-trailer wind deflector, dubbed the UnderTray, that made the trucks more aerodynamic. BMI
estimated that installing the wind deflector on a semi
can boost fuel efficiency by 12%. Deploy UnderTray on all
1.3 million of America’s semis, says the U.S. Department
of Energy, and it would save 1.5 billion gallons of diesel
annually. Payback is in as little at 12 to 18 months.

Fredrik and Hanna own just the one car. For most trips,
it suits their needs. But occasionally they have need for
something other than the hatchback. For two weeks each
June, for instance, their three grandchildren visit from
Malmo. Rather than buy a second car big enough to carry
the grandkids and vacation gear, but would otherwise sit
idle for the rest of the year, Fredrik and Hanna subscribed
to a car service. They love the flexibility.

Fredrik glances at the parked trucks a bit longer, noticing even more changes. A few trucks sport thin film solar
panels on the roof118, charging a battery under the trailer
deck. Nearly all have been outfitted with an under-trailer
air deflector that reduces drag.
Anders rolls up. Over lunch he shares the good news that
he had just turned in his retirement papers. A new driver
would soon take over the Stockholm-Berlin route. On the
drive home, Fredrik is down – Anders’ retirement means
the end of weekly lunch with a good friend. But his spirits
lift when he remembers the to-do waiting for him at home:
going online to reserve a station wagon. In two days, he
and Hanna leave for the summer cabin.

The car-service model launched in California in 2012 and
2013, came to Sweden and the rest of Europe a few years
later. Automakers realized that car-sharing networks were
stealing their customers and spotted an opportunity to diversify. Frederick and Hanna pay the carmaker an annual
fee and then, when they need a second car, reserve online
a minivan or station wagon from the local dealer. They pay
the automaker a daily rate that covers unlimited mileage
and insurance.
Today, Fredrik is driving their hatchback. He’s due to
meet shortly with a friend, Anders, a fellow truck driver.
They meet each week for lunch, on a day when Anders
stops in Kristianstad. Fredrik makes it to their favorite
lunch spot, a roadside café frequented by truckers, a few
minutes early. He looks at the vehicles parked out front;
nearly every spot is taken by a delivery truck.
Much has changed in the ten years since Fredrik retired.
Trucks today burn less fuel – new fuel economy standards
in Europe116 and United States117 prodded manufactures to
build more efficient engines – and most do not run on conventional diesel. Some run on a variety of biodiesel blends
made from used cooking oil and animal fats. In the United
States, some trucks were converted to run on natural gas.
Still others are hybrids powered by hydrogen fuel cells and
an electric motor. Some did away with fuel altogether and
run entirely on batteries.
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Nichols, W. 29.09.2011. Despite
Vocal Complaints, European
Car Makers Meeting New Rules.
GreenBiz.com.
117
Kanellos, M. 28.07.2011. A 54.5
MPG Standard to Hit in 2025:
Here Are Ten Ways to Improve
Mileage. Greentech Media
118
Merchants in the Dutch cities
of Utrecht and Haarlem have recently started receiving deliveries
from diminutive solar-powered,
all-electric vans called the Cargohopper. Streeter, A. K. 06.09.2011.
How Tiny Solar Trucks Can Save
American Cities. Treehugger.com.
119
The Economist. 04.06.2011. Rig
On a Roll.
116

SUMMARY:
Innovations that make Fredrik’s life
easier and better:
• Biogas infrastructure: Biomassfired central combined heat and
power plants combined with regional pipe distribution network to deliver biogas for transport.
• Car-service model: Automakers
will soon offer customers a nonownership subscription option.
• Fuel-saving and cleaner-burning
delivery trucks: Leaner-burning
engines; natural gas and biodiesel used as fuel; some trucks
powered by hydrogen fuel cells
and electric motors.
• Energy-saving truck upgrades:
Solar roofs and under-trailer air
deflectors.
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THE AIR IS CLEARER
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10 YOU SAVE MONEY

9 IT IS EASIER AND MORE
		 CONVENIENT

8 YOU CAN GET AROUND IN
		 A COMFORTABLE, FAST,
		 AND NOISE-FREE WAY

7 YOU CAN SWIM IN YOUR
		 HARBOR, AND DRINK WA		 TER FROM THE TAP

6 YOUR CITY IS MORE FUN,
		 CREATIVE, AND EXCITING

5 YOUR FOOD TASTES BET		 TER

4 YOUR HOUSE IS MORE
		 COMFORTABLE

3 YOU LIVE A BETTER LIFE

2 YOUR HEALTH IS BETTER

1

CONCLUSION:
10 REASONS YOU WANT TO
STAY IN SUSTAINIA:
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The Project Green Light
The initiators of the Guide to Sustainia

They have made Sustainia possible:
Companies:

The Guide to Sustainia is an idea and vision developed by the
members of the Project Green Light.
The Project Green Light is a global alliance of companies and
organizations all focused on improving the way we communicate about sustainability. We need to change the stories
we tell and the language we use when communicating about
the opportunities of sustainable solutions. Project Green
Light’s key mission is to change the narrative on sustainability communication to one that is inspiring, engaging, attractive and appealing.

Organizations, NGO's and cities:

Sustainia is a place – a world – where we have decided to live
life to the fullest. Where quality of life is what matters. It’s
a desirable place. A place you would want to go, if you knew
about it. Once there, you would want to stay, make a life for
yourself and your family.
This guide will take you on a journey to Sustainia. It is fascinating cities you wouldn’t want to leave. It is attractive
homes where you would want to live. We will give you a clear
and concrete insight into how Sustainians – our citizens – are
getting around, how they live, and how they communicate.
Sustainia is not futuristic science fiction – it is a concrete
proposal on how we could live a better life in 2020. It is not
tomorrow, but close enough for you to get the picture: This
could happen now if we boldly implemented the solutions
needed and already available. Sustainia benefits from a rich
pool of authoritative sources that includes the world’s leading universities and the most respected global institutions,
organizations, and corporations.
In Sustainia, we will drive cooler vehicles, live in smarter
houses, and enjoy cleaner air and water.
We look forward to showing you around.

